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Formality of a higher-codimensional
Swiss-Cheese operad

Najib Idrissi∗†

July 17, 2019

We study configurations of points in the complement of a linear subspace
inside a Euclidean space, Rn \ Rm with n − m ≥ 2. We define a higher-
codimensional Swiss-Cheese operad VSCmn associated to such configurations,
a variant of the classical Swiss-Cheese operad. The operad VSCmn is weakly
equivalent to the operad of locally constant factorization algebras on the
stratified space {Rm ⊂ Rn}. We prove that this operad is formal over R.
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Introduction
The theory of operads deals with types of algebras, e.g. associative algebras, commutative
algebras, Lie algebras, etc. The little disks operads Dn (for n ≥ 1) are central to this theory.
Their applications include deformation quantization of Poisson manifolds, the Deligne
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conjecture, embedding spaces of manifolds, factorization homology, and configuration
spaces. Briefly, an element of Dn(k) is an embedding of k little n-disks with disjoint
interiors in the unit n-disk Dn. The operadic structure on Dn = {Dn(k)}k≥0 is obtained
by considering the composition of such embeddings. Elements of Dn represent operations
acting on n-fold loop spaces, and the operadic structure reflects the composition of such
operations. Up to homotopy, grouplike Dn-algebras are exactly n-fold loop spaces [BV68;
May72]. A fundamental property of Dn is its “formality”, i.e. its cohomology H∗(Dn;Q)
encodes its rational homotopy type [Kon99; Tam03; LV14; Pet14; FW15].

Voronov’s Swiss-Cheese operads SCn [Vor99] (for n ≥ 2) are two-colored operads which
encode, in some sense, central actions of Dn-algebras on Dn−1-algebras. Elements of
SCn(k, l) are roughly speaking given by configurations of k half-disks and l full disks
in the unit upper half-disk. Under good assumptions, SCn-algebras are exactly relative
iterated loop spaces [Duc16; Que15; HLS16; Vie19] (see Section 2.2). Unlike the little
disks operads, the Swiss-Cheese operads are not formal [Liv15; Wil17]. This non-formality
is equivalent to the nonformality of the natural inclusion Dn−1 ⊂ Dn [TW18] by the
arguments of [Wil17, Section 5.1].
In this paper, we introduce variants of the Swiss-Cheese operads VSCmn for n− 2 ≥

m ≥ 1. These operads encode the action of a Dn-algebra on a Dm-algebra by a central
derivation (see Section 3.2). Elements of VSCmn(k, l) are given by configurations of two
kinds of little n-disks: l aerial disks which are forbidden from touching Dm ⊂ Dn, and k
terrestrial disks which are centered on Dm.

Theorem A (See Theorem 5.31). For n− 2 ≥ m ≥ 1, the higher-codimensional Swiss-
Cheese operad VSCmn is formal over R, i.e. H∗(VSCmn;R) (viewed as a cooperad in the
category of commutative dg-algebras) encodes the real homotopy type of VSCmn.

It follows from results of Livernet [Liv15] that VSC(n−1)n is not formal (Remark 3.28).

Motivation The motivation for this paper comes from the study of configuration spaces.
Indeed, the little disks operads are intimately linked to configuration spaces of Euclidean
spaces. If we take an element of Dn(k) and we keep only the centers of the disks, then
we obtain an element of the ordered configuration space ConfRn(k). We thus obtain
homotopy equivalences Dn(k) ' ConfRn(k) for all k, n ≥ 0, although they do not preserve
the operadic structures.

This observation was the starting point of a series of papers on configuration spaces of
manifolds. Campos–Willwacher [CW16] and the author [Idr19] provided combinatorial
models for the real homotopy types of configuration spaces of simply connected closed
smooth manifolds. Campos, Lambrechts, Willwacher, and the author [Cam+18b] provided
similar models for configuration spaces of compact, simply connected smooth manifolds
with simply connected boundary of dimension ≥ 4. Campos, Ducoulombier, Willwacher,
and the author [Cam+18a] studied framed configuration spaces of orientable closed smooth
manifolds, i.e. configurations of points equipped with trivializations of the tangent spaces.
In each case, we used models for the little disks operads or their variants. Indeed,

a closed manifold is locally homeomorphic to Rn. As we saw above, configuration
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spaces of Rn are linked to the little disks operad Dn. The formality of Dn, and more
precisely its proof by Kontsevich and Lambrechts–Volić, was essential in [Idr19; CW16]. A
manifold with boundary is locally homeomorphic to the upper half-space Hn. By analogy,
configuration spaces of Hn are linked to the Swiss-Cheese operad SCn. While SCn is not
formal, Willwacher [Wil15] defined a model for the real homotopy type of SCn. We used
this model extensively in [Cam+18b]. For framed configuration spaces [Cam+18a], we
used the model for the framed little disks operad due to Khoroshkin–Willwacher [KW17].
The overarching goal of the present paper is to provide a stepping stone to study

configuration spaces of more general manifolds. More precisely, let N be a closed manifold
and M ⊂ N be an embedded submanifold of codimension ≥ 2. Our goal is to study the
configuration spaces of the complement N \M , for example the complement of a knot
S3 \K. Such a pair (N,M) is locally homeomorphic to the stratified space (Rn,Rm).
Using the analogy above, configuration spaces of (Rn,Rm) are linked to the operad
VSCmn. Hence we hope that the proof of the formality of VSCmn can be adapted in order
to define models for the real homotopy type of ConfN\M (k).

Let us note that Willwacher studied another generalization of the Swiss-Cheese operad,
called the “extended Swiss-Cheese operad” ESCmn [Wil17]. He proved that this operad
is formal for n−m ≥ 2. The difference between ESCmn and VSCmn can be seen at the
level of configuration spaces. In VSCmn, the aerial disks are forbidden from touching the
“ground” Dm, whereas this is allowed in ESCmn. We refer to Remark 2.11 for a precise
statement. The formality of ESCmn is equivalent to the formality of Dm ⊂ Dn [Wil17,
Section 5.1]. It does not seem easy to adapt the argument for VSCmn, as it is obtained
by removing a subspace from ESCmn, an operation which is usually difficult to deal with
in homotopy theory.

Proof The proof of our theorem is inspired by Kontsevich’s proof of the formality of
the little disks operad and its improvement by Lambrechts–Volić [Kon99; LV14]. For
technical reasons, it is necessary to consider the Fulton–MacPherson compactification
FMn(k) of Confk(Rn) [AS94; FM94; Sin04]. The collection FMn assembles to form a
topological operad which has the same homotopy type as Dn. The goal is to find a
zigzag, in the category of cooperads in commutative differential-graded algebras, between
the cohomology of FMn and the forms on FMn. Kontsevich builds a cooperad graphsn,
spanned by graphs with two kinds of vertices (external and internal), with a differential
designed to kill the relations in H∗(FMn). There is a quotient quasi-isomorphism
graphsn → H∗(FMn), and a quasi-isomorphism ω : graphsn → Ω(FMn) given by integrals.
Using the same pattern, we first define VFMmn, a variant of VSCmn inspired by the

Fulton–MacPherson compactification. We build an intermediate cooperad of graphs,
vgraphsmn, which serves as a bridge between the cohomology H∗(VFMmn) and the forms
Ω∗(VFMmn). The definition of vgraphsmn is inspired by Willwacher’s model for the
Swiss-Cheese operad [Wil15] and the graph complex used in [KW17, Section 8]. The map
vgraphsmn → Ω∗(VFMmn) is defined by integrals. Unfortunately, we cannot find a direct
map vgraphsmn → H∗(VFMmn), as the differential of vgraphsmn depends on non-explicit
integrals. However, using vanishing results on the cohomology of some graph complex,
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we are able to simplify vgraphsmn up to homotopy, and then map it to H∗(VFMmn).

Outline In Section 1, we write down some necessary background on operads, the little
disks operads, and the theory of piecewise algebraic forms. In Section 2, we define the
Fulton–MacPherson compactification VFMmn and we compare it with VSCmn and with
the operad Diskfr

m⊂n of locally constant factorization algebras on {Rm ⊂ Rn} [AFT17]. We
give examples of VSCmn-algebras based on relative iterated loop spaces. In Section 3, we
compute the cohomology of the operad VSCmn. We also give a presentation by generators
and relations of its homology vscmn = H∗(VSCmn). In Section 4, we start by reviewing
Kontsevich’s proof of the formality of the little disks operad, and we define the cooperad
vgraphsmn that will be used to adapt that proof to VFMmn. We moreover construct
the map from vgraphsmn to forms on VFMmn using integrals. Finally, in Section 5, we
complete the proof of the main theorem. We first show that certain integrals used in the
definition of vgraphsmn can be simplified. Then we construct the map into H∗(VFMmn)
and we show that all our maps are quasi-isomorphisms. In Appendix A, we define twisting
of relative cooperads. In Appendix B, we sketch a proof that VFMmn(U, V ) is an SA
manifold and that the canonical projections are SA bundles.

Acknowledgments The author would like to thank Benoit Fresse, Matteo Felder, Muriel
Livernet, and Thomas Willwacher for fruitful discussions and helpful comments. The
author would also like to thank the anonymous referee for several helpful remarks and
for pointing out an error. The author acknowledges support from ERC StG 678156–
GRAPHCPX.

1. Prerequisites
Throughout this paper, we work with cohomologically graded dg-modules over the base
field R (except in Section 3.1 where we work over Z). For us, the cohomology (resp.
homology) of a space is concentrated in nonnegative (resp. nonpositive) degrees.

1.1. Operads
We work extensively with operads and cooperads. General references include [LV12]
and [Fre17, Part I(a)]. We assume basic proficiency with the theory.
For some applications, especially when working with cooperads, it is easier to label

the inputs of an operation by elements of an arbitrary finite set rather than {1, . . . , k}.
Briefly, we fix a base symmetric monoidal category C (e.g. dg-modules). Let Bij be
the category of finite sets and bijections A symmetric collection is a functor Bij → C.
For k ≥ 0, we let k = {1, . . . , k} (in particular 0 = ∅). A symmetric collection M can
equivalently be seen as a sequence {M(n) := M(n)}n≥0 with each M(n) equipped with an
action of the symmetric group Σn = AutBij(n).
For a pair of finite sets W ⊂ U , we define the quotient U/W = (U \ W ) t {∗}.

For example U/∅ = U t {∗}. An operad P is a symmetric collection equipped with
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composition maps ◦W : P(U/W )⊗ P(W )→ P(U), for each pair W ⊂ U , satisfying the
usual axioms. Dually, a cooperad C is a symmetric collection equipped with cocomposition
maps ◦∨W : C(U) → C(U/W ) ⊗ C(W ). Following [Fre17], we call “Hopf cooperad” a
cooperad in the category of commutative differential-graded algebras (CDGAs).
We also deal with some special particular two-colored operads called “relative op-

erads” [Vor99] or “Swiss-Cheese type operads” [Wil16]. A compact definition is the
following: given an operad P, a relative P-operad is an operad in the category of right
P-modules. If we unpack this definition, a relative P-operad is a “bisymmetric collection”,
i.e. a functor Q : Bij× Bij→ C, equipped with two kinds of composition maps:

◦T : Q(U, V/T )⊗ P(T )→ Q(U, V ) for V ⊂ T,
◦W,T : Q(U/W, V )⊗ Q(W,T )→ Q(U, V t T ) for W ⊂ U,

as well as a unit, satisfying associativity, equivariance, and unitality axioms. We will often
write “the operad Q”, and P will be implicit from the context. A relative C-cooperad
is defined dually. We also apply the adjective “Hopf” to denote such cooperads in the
category of CDGAs.

1.2. Little disks and variants
Fix some n ≥ 0. Let us define the little n-disks operad Dn. Let Dn = {x ∈ Rn | ‖x‖ ≤ 1}
be the closed disk. The space Dn(r) is the space of maps c : (Dn)tr → Dn such
that: (i) each ci : Dn → Dn is an embedding given by a composition of a translation
and a positive rescaling; (ii) the interiors of two different little disks are disjoint, i.e.
ci(D̊n) ∩ cj(D̊n) = ∅ for i 6= j. Using composition of embeddings, the collection
Dn = {Dn(r)}r≥0 forms a topological operad.

Let us also describe two operads with the same homotopy type as Dn. The first comes
from the link between the little disks operads and configuration spaces. We will need it
for technical reasons. Given some space X, its rth (ordered) configuration space is:

ConfX(r) := {(x1, . . . , xk) ∈ Xk | ∀i 6= j, xi 6= xj}. (1.1)

More generally, for a finite set U , ConfX(U) is the set of injections U ↪→ X.
Given an element of Dn(r), we can forget the radii and keep the center of each

disk. This map defines a homotopy equivalence Dn(r) → ConfRn(r). However, it is
not possible to see the operad structure of Dn on the configuration spaces directly. To
remedy this deficiency, we can use the Fulton–MacPherson compactification FMn(r) of
ConfRn(r) [FM94; AS94] (see also [Sin04] and [LV14, Chapter 5]). First, note that there
is an action of the group Rn oR>0 of translations and positive rescaling on ConfRn(r).
We can thus consider the quotient Confn(r) := ConfRn(r)/Rn oR>0, and the quotient
map is a homotopy equivalence. There is an embedding:

(θij , δijk) : Confn(r)→ (Sn−1)(
r
2) × [0,+∞](

r
3). (1.2)

Given some x ∈ ConfRn(r), we have θij(x) := (xi − xj)/‖xi − xj‖ which records the
direction from i to j, while δijk(x) = ‖xi − xj‖/‖xi − xk‖ records the relative distance.
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Then the Fulton–MacPherson compactification FMn(r) is the closure of the image of the
embedding above. It is a smooth manifold with corners and a semi-algebraic set (see
Section 1.3), of dimension nr − n − 1 if r ≥ 2 and reduced to a point otherwise. Its
interior is Confn(r), and the inclusion is a deformation retract [Sal01, Proposition 2.4].
For example, we have FMn(0) = FMn(1) = {∗} and FMn(2) = Sn−1. There is an operad
structure on the collection FMn, defined by explicit formulas in (Sn−1)(

r
2) × [0,+∞](

r
3),

see [LV14, Section 5.2]. The operads FMn and Dn have the same homotopy type,
see [Mar99] and [Sal01, Proposition 4.3].

The second variant of the little disks operads serves as motivation for the paper. The
little disks operad Dn has the same homotopy type as the operad Diskfr

n of locally constant
framed factorization algebras on Rn. This operad is defined in the ∞-categorical setting
in [Lur17, Definition 5.4.2.10] (where it is denoted by E⊗B with B a singleton) or [AFT17,
Notation 2.8]. Consider Rn with its canonical parallelization τ : Rn × Rn

∼=−→ TRn. The
space Diskfr

n(k) is given by collections of the form (c1, h1, . . . , ck, hk) where the ci are
disjoint embeddings of Rn into Rn and hi is a homotopy between dci ◦ τ and τ . The
collection Diskfr

n forms a topological operad by considering composition of embeddings.
The proof that Diskfr

n ' Dn is almost identical to the proof of [Sal01, Proposition 3.9].
The advantage of this definition is that we can take any stratified (parallelized) space
instead of Rn. This paper is devoted to the operad associated to {Rm ⊂ Rn}.
Remark 1.3. There is an issue with units (i.e. the component Diskfr

n(0)) in the ∞-
categorical setting, namely the connection with the Ran space [Lur17, Section 5.5]. What
we wrote above is true in our strict setting, but the name “operad governing locally
constant framed factorization algebras on Rn” might be a bit abusive if we allow k = 0.
This is of no consequence in this paper.

1.3. Semi-algebraic sets and PA forms
For technical reasons, we will need to use the technology of semi-algebraic (SA) sets
and piecewise algebraic (PA) forms [Har+11]. An SA set is a subset of RN (for some
N) which is obtained as finite unions of finite intersections of sets defined by polynomial
equalities and inequalities. One can also define SA manifolds [Har+11, Definition 2.1]
and SA bundles [Har+11, Definition 8.1].
Example 1.4. The Fulton–MacPherson compactification FMn(k) is an SA manifold [LV14,
Proposition 5.1.2]. The projection pij : FMn(k)→ FMn(2) which forgets all points but
two is an SA bundle [LV14, Theorem 5.3.2].

Given an SA set X, a minimal form on X is a form of the type f0df1 ∧ . . .∧ dfk, where
the fi : X → R are SA maps [Har+11, Section 5.2]. A PA form is obtained as obtained
by integrating a minimal form along the fibers of an SA bundle (or more generally, a
strongly continuous family of chains) [Har+11, Section 5]. The complex Ω∗PA(X) of all PA
forms on X is a CDGA. If X is compact, then Ω∗PA(X) is a model for the real homotopy
type of X [Har+11, Theorem 6.1].
The reason we need to consider such PA forms is the existence of the map which

integrates along the fibers of a PA bundle, which satisfies a good Stokes’ formula [Har+11,
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Section 8]. This is necessary for our purposes, because the projection map pij above is a
PA bundle but not a submersion [LV14, Example 5.9.1].

Let P be an operad in compact SA sets. Then the symmetric sequence Ω∗PA(P) is not
actually a Hopf cooperad, because the Künneth quasi-isomorphisms go in the wrong
direction. However, if C is a Hopf cooperad, then it is possible to define a morphism
C→ Ω∗PA(P) as a collection of maps C(U)→ Ω∗PA(P(U)) making the obvious diagrams
commute [LV14, Chapter 3]. Such a morphism is called a quasi-isomorphism if it is a
quasi-isomorphism in each arity. Results of Fresse [Fre18] can be adapted to Ω∗PA to show
that if P is cofibrant in the category of Hopf cooperads satisfying P(0) = {∗} (which is
true for FMn), then a Hopf cooperad which is quasi-isomorphic to Ω∗PA(P) encodes the
real homotopy type of P. Briefly, Fresse shows that there is an operadic upgrade of the
functor Ω∗PA which turns operads into Hopf cooperads, and that this operadic upgrade
is part of a Quillen equivalence. The constructions can be extended to colored operads.
For simplicity, we will treat Ω∗PA(P) as if it were an actual Hopf cooperad, recalling that
each time we have a morphism into Ω∗PA(P), we actually have a morphism in the sense
defined above.

Definition 1.5. An operad P in compact SA sets is formal (over R) if there exists a
zigzag of quasi-isomorphisms of Hopf cooperads H∗(P;R)← · → Ω∗PA(P).

Another common definition of “formality” merely requires the dg-operads C∗(P) and
H∗(P) to be quasi-isomorphic. The notion defined above is stronger: if P is formal, we
can forget cup products and dualize to recover formality of chains.

2. Definition of VFMmn and comparison
From now on and until the end of the paper, we fix integers n− 2 ≥ m ≥ 1. (In some
tangential remarks, we will consider n = m+ 1.) We identify Rm as the subspace of Rn
given by Rm × {0}n−m.

2.1. The compactification and its boundary
We define the colored configuration spaces by:

Confmn(U, V ) := ConfRm(U)× ConfRn\Rm(V ) ⊂ ConfRn(U t V ). (2.1)

Roughly speaking, Confmn(U, V ) is the set of configurations of two kinds of points in
Rn: U “terrestrial” points in Rm, and V “aerial” points in Rn \ Rm. We will reuse the
terminology “aerial/terrestrial” throughout the paper.

There is a natural action of the group RmoR>0 of translations and positive rescalings
on Confmn(U, V ). We define the quotient:

Confmn(U, V ) := Confmn(U, V )/(Rm oR>0). (2.2)

We can identify elements of Confmn(U, V ) with configurations of radius 1 such that the
barycenter belongs to {0}m × Rn−m ⊂ Rn. Since Rm oR>0 is contractible, the quotient
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map is a weak homotopy equivalence. If #U + 1#V ≥ 2, then the action is free, smooth,
and proper, thus Confmn(U, V ) is a manifold of dimension m#U + n#V −m− 1 [Lee03,
Theorem 7.10]. However, if #U ≤ 1 and #V = 0, then Confmn(U, V ) is merely a point.
We define an embedding

(θij , δijk, αv) : Confmn(U, V ) ↪→ (Sn−1)(
UtV

2 ) × [0,+∞](
UtV

3 ) × (Sn−m−1)V , (2.3)
θij(x) := (xi − xj)/‖xi − xj‖, (2.4)
δijk(x) := ‖xi − xj‖/‖xi − xk‖, (2.5)
αv(x) := p(Rm)⊥(xv)/‖p(Rm)⊥(v)‖, (2.6)

where p(Rm)⊥ is the orthogonal projection on (Rm)⊥ = {0}m × Rn−m ⊂ Rn.
Definition 2.7. The space VFMmn(U, V ) is the closure of the image of the embedding
(θij , δijk, ϑv) inside (Sn−1)(

UtV
2 ) × [0,+∞](

UtV
3 ) × (Sn−m−1)V .

Example 2.8. We have VFMmn(U,∅) = FMm(U) and VFMmn(0, 1) = Sn−m−1.
Proposition 2.9 (Appendix B). The space VFMmn(U, V ) is a compact semi-algebraic
manifold and a smooth manifold with corners. Its dimension is m#U + n#V −m− 1
if 2#V + #U ≥ 2, and zero otherwise. The projections pU,V : VFMmn(U t I, V t J)→
VFMmn(U, V ) are SA bundles.
Proposition 2.10. The collection VFMmn assembles to form a relative FMn-operad in
compact SA sets.
Proof. We can define operadic structure maps on VFMmn by straightforward formulas
in the coordinates (Sn−1)... × [0,+∞]... × (Sn−m−1).... For example, for T ⊂ V , x ∈
VFMmn(U, V/T ), and y ∈ FMn(T ), we have θij(x ◦T y) = θij(y) if i, j ∈ T , and θij(x ◦T
y) = θ[i][j](x) otherwise. The other formulas are defined similarly case by case. Compare
with [LV14, Section 5.2] for the case of FMn.

Remark 2.11. The operad VFMmn is not homotopy equivalent to the operad ESCmn
considered by Willwacher [Wil17]. Recall that ESCmn(U, V ) := Dn(U tV )×Dn(U) Dm(U),
where Dn(U t V )→ Dn(U) is the projection that forgets disks and Dm(U)→ Dn(U) is
the usual embedding. The crucial difference is that we do not allow “aerial” points to be
on Rm. For example, VFMmn(0, 1) = Sn−m−1 6' ESCmn(0, 1) ' ∗, and VFMmn(1, 1) '
Sn−m−1 6' ESCmn(1, 1) ' Sn−1.
Proposition 2.12. We have a decomposition:

∂VFMmn(U, V ) =
⋃

T∈BF ′(V )

im ◦T ∪
⋃

(W,T )∈BF ′′(U ;V )

im ◦W,T ,

where the boundary faces are indexed by:

BF ′(V ) := {T ⊂ V | #T ≥ 2},
BF ′′(U ;V ) := {(W ⊂ U, T ⊂ V ) | #(W ∪ T ) < #(U ∪ V ) and 2 ·#T + #W ≥ 2}.

Each of these boundary faces is a compact SA subset of the boundary, and the intersection
of two distinct faces is of positive codimension.
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Proof. Adapting the proofs of [LV14, Proposition 5.4.1] is straightforward.

If p : E → B is an SA bundle, then its fiberwise boundary is E∂ =
⋃
x∈B ∂p

−1(x),
see [Har+11, Definition 8.1]. If p is an SA bundle of rank k, then p∂ : E∂ → B is
an SA bundle of rank k − 1. It is instructive to compute the fiberwise boundary of
pr1 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1]. We see that E∂ is not ∂E =

⋃
x∈B p

−1(x) ∩ ∂E. The fiberwise
Stokes formula for PA forms reads d(p∗α) = p∗(dα)± p∂∗α [Har+11, Proposition 8.12].

Proposition 2.13. The fiberwise boundary of the canonical projection pU,V : VFMmn(Ut
I, V t J)→ VFMmn(U, V ) is given by:

VFM∂
mn(U, V ) =

⋃
T∈BF ′(V,J)

im ◦T ∪
⋃

(W,T )∈BF ′′(U,I;V,J)

im ◦W,T ⊂ VFMmn(U t I, V t J),

where the subsets BF ′(V, J) ⊂ BF ′(V t J) and BF ′′(U, I;V, J) ⊂ BF ′′(U t I, V t J)
are respectively defined by the conditions #(T ∩ J) ≤ 1 and by ((U ⊂ W and V ⊂
T ) or (V ∩ T = ∅ and #(U ∩W ) ≤ 1)).

Proof. We can adapt the proof of [LV14, Proposition 5.7.1] immediately. We use that
VFMmn(U, V ) is a compact manifold with interior Confmn(U, V ). Thus VFM∂

mn(U, V ) ∩
p−1
U,V (Confmn(U, V )) = (∂VFMmn(U t I, V t J)) ∩ p−1

U,V (Confmn(U, V )). Since pU,V is
a bundle map, we just have to compute the closure of (∂VFMmn(U t I, V t J)) ∩
p−1
U,V (Confmn(U, V )) to get VFM∂

mn(U, V ). We then use the decomposition of Proposi-
tion 2.12 and we check that BF ′(V, J) and BF ′′(U, I;V, J) index the faces which are sent
to the boundary under the map pU,V .

2.2. Comparison with other operads
In this section, we compare VFMmn with two operads: the operad Diskfr

m⊂n of locally
constant factorization algebras on {Rm ⊂ Rn}, and an operad VSCmn that is analogous
to the Swiss-Cheese operad SCn.

2.2.1. Comparison with Diskfr
m⊂n

Definition 2.14 (Cf. [AFT17, Section 4.3]). As a space, Diskfr
m⊂n(U, V ) is given by

framed embeddings γ = (γi)i∈UtV : (Rn)tU t (Rn)tV → Rn such that (i) for u ∈ U ,
γu(Rm) ⊂ Rm, and (ii) for v ∈ V , γv(Rn) ⊂ Rn \Rm. It is a relative operad (Section 1.1)
over the operad Diskfr

n (Section 1.2) using composition of embeddings.

Proposition 2.15. There exists a zigzag a weak homotopy equivalences of operads
between (Diskfr

m⊂n,Diskfr
n) and (VFMmn,FMn).

Proof. Briefly, recall that for a topological operad P, the Boardman–Vogt resolution
WP ∼−→ P is a canonical resolution of P. The elements of WP(k) are rooted trees with
k leaves, such that each internal vertex is labeled by an element of P (of arity equal to
the number of incoming edges), and each internal edge is labeled by a time parameter

9



t ∈ [0, 1]. If an edge is labeled by t = 0, then the tree is identified with the quotient
obtained by contracting the edge and applying the operadic structure of P on the labels
of the corresponding vertices. The operadic structure of WP is obtained by grafting trees,
assigning the time parameter t = 1 to the new edge. The map WP→ P simply contracts
all the edges, and applies the operadic structure of P to the vertices.

A weak equivalenceWDiskfr
n
∼−→ FMn (or its analogue for Dn) was constructed in [Mar99,

Section 3] and [Sal01, Proposition 3.9]. It is obtained by taking an element of WDiskfr
n ,

rescaling the disks by the time parameter associated to the edge, and keeping the centers
of the disks (applying the operadic composition if the time parameter goes to zero). Using
the same method as in [Mar99; Sal01], there is a weak equivalence WDiskfr

m⊂n → VFMmn

(compatible with the operad structures) that extends the map Diskfr
m⊂n → Confmn which

keeps only the centers of the disks.
It remains to check that the induced map WDiskfr

m⊂n → VFMmn is a homotopy
equivalence in each arity. It is sufficient to check that Confmn → VFMmn is a weak
equivalence and to conclude by the 2-out-of-3 property. This is done by considering an
explicit deformation retract, see [Sal01, Proposition 2.5].

2.2.2. Comparison with VSCmn and a conjecture

We can also compare VFMmn with the higher-codimensional Swiss-Cheese operad VSCmn.
Let Dm = Dn ∩ Rm for convenience.

Definition 2.16. The space VSCmn(U, V ) is the space of maps c : (Dn)UtV ↪→ Dn

satisfying: (i) for all i, ci : Dn ↪→ Dn is an embedding obtained by composing a
translation and a positive rescaling; (ii) for i 6= j, we have ci(D̊n) ∩ cj(D̊n) = ∅; (iii) for
u ∈ U , we have cu(Dm) ⊂ Dm; (iv) for v ∈ V , we have cv(Dn) ∩ Dm = ∅. Using
composition of embeddings, VSCmn is a relative Dn-operad.

Remark 2.17. When n = m+ 1, this operad is not the usual Swiss-Cheese operad SCn. In
fact, SCn is a suboperad of VSC(n−1)n, by considering the connected components where
all the aerial disks are in the upper half-disk.

Proposition 2.18. There exists a zigzag of weak homotopy equivalences of operads
(VSCmn,Dn) ' (VFMmn,FMn).

Proof. There is an embedding of operads Dn ⊂ Diskfr
n . Indeed, an embedding of Dn into

Dn given by translation and positive rescaling can be restricted to an embedding of Rn
into Rn, and such an embedding clearly preserves the framing up to homotopy. Similarly,
we have an embedding VSCmn ⊂ Diskfr

m⊂n. We also have obvious factorizations:

Dn(U) Diskfr
n(U), VSCmn(U, V ) Diskfr

m⊂n(U, V ).

ConfRn(U) Confmn(U, V )
∼ ∼ ∼ ∼

Hence we can conclude by the 2-out-of-3 property and Proposition 2.15.
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Let us also give examples of VSCmn-algebras. For motivation, let us first recall algebras
over Dn and SCn. For a pointed space ∗ ∈ X, the iterated loop space ΩnX is the space
of maps γ : Dn → X such that γ(∂Dn) = ∗. The space ΩnX is an algebra over Dn.
Conversely, the recognition principle states that any “grouplike” Dn-algebra is weakly
equivalent to an iterated loop space [BV68; May72].
For a pair of pointed topological spaces ∗ ∈ A ⊂ X, there is an associated relative

iterated loop space Ωn(X,A) = hofib(Ωn−1A → Ωn−1X). Concretely, consider the
upper half-disk Dn

h = Dn ∩Hn. Its boundary ∂Dn
h is obtained by gluing the lower disk

∂−D
n
h = Dn ∩ ∂Hn ∼= Dn−1 to the upper hemisphere ∂+D

n
h = ∂Dn ∩Hn ∼= Dn−1 along

the circle ∂Dn ∩ ∂Hn ∼= Sn−2.

7→ A

7→ ∗

7→ X

The relative iterated loop space Ωn(X,A) is then the space of maps
γ : Dn

h → X such that γ(∂−Dn
h) ⊂ A and γ(∂+D

n
h) = ∗. For example, we

have that Ω1(X,A) = {γ : [0, 1] → X | γ(0) ∈ A, γ(1) = ∗}. A sketch
for n = 2 is on the side. The pair (Ωn(X,A),ΩnX) is an algebra over
the operad SCn. Conversely, a relative recognition principle states that
any algebra over that operad satisfying good properties is weakly equivalent to such a
pair [Duc16; Que15; HLS16; Vie19].
By analogy, we define the (n,m)-relative iterated loop space:

Ωn,m(X,A) := {γ : Dn → X | γ(Dm) ⊂ A and γ(∂Dn) = ∗}. (2.19)

The pair (Ωn,m(X,A),ΩnX) is an algebra over the operad VSCmn. We conjecture that an
analogous relative recognition principle holds: any VSCmn-algebra satisfying appropriate
conditions should be weakly equivalent to such a pair.

3. (Co)homology of VSCmn
In this section, we compute the integral cohomology of VSCmn(U, V ) (Definition 2.16).
We then give a presentation of the operad H∗(VSCmn) by generators and relations. Unless
specified, the ring of coefficients is Z in this section.

3.1. The cohomology as a Hopf cooperad
We will first compute the cohomology of ConfW (l) with W := Rn \ Rm for n−m ≥ 2.
The computation is inspired by the methods of [Sin13]. We prove that it free as an
abelian group, thus we will be able to apply Künneth’s formula to get the cohomology of
VSCmn(k, l) ' ConfRm(k)× ConfW (l) as a tensor product. Then we study what maps
are induced on cohomology by the operad structure of VSCmn.
Let us consider the Fadell–Neuwirth fibration, which forgets (for example) the last

point of a configuration. Note that W with l points removed is homotopy equivalent to
Sn−m−1 ∨

∨l Sn−1. Therefore we get fibrations, for n−m ≥ 2:

Sn−m−1 ∨
∨l Sn−1 ConfW (l + 1) ConfW (l)π (3.1)

11



Definition 3.2. The Poincaré polynomial of X is P(X) :=
∑

i≥0(rkH i(X)) · ti. For
P, Q ∈ N[[t]], we say that P � Q if the coefficients of Q− P are nonnegative.

Proposition 3.3. For n−m ≥ 2, the Poincaré polynomial of ConfW (l) satisfies:

P(ConfW (l)) �
∏l−1

i=0
(1 + tn−m−1 + itn−1). (3.4)

Moreover, if the equality is reached and the homology of ConfW (l−1) is free as a Z-module,
then the homology of the total space ConfW (l) is free too.

Proof. We use the fibrations of Equation (3.1), the Serre spectral sequence, and induction
to deduce the proposition.

Note that for n−m = 2 then the base ConfW (l− 1) is not simply connected. However,
we can adapt the arguments of [Coh76, Lemma 6.3] to show that the coefficient system is
trivial. Let c1, c2 ∈ ConfW (l − 1) be two configurations and F1, F2 = π−1(c1), π−1(c2) ⊂
ConfW (l) the fibers (' Sn−m−1 ∨ (Sn−1)∨l). Any path γ ∈ Ωc1,c2ConfW (l − 1) lifts
to a path in ConfW (l) by putting the lth point far from all the others (e.g. outside
a ball B enclosing the compact subset im(γ)). We want the induced isomorphism
hγ : H∗(F1)→ H∗(F2) to be the identity.
It is clear that hγ does not affect the fundamental class of Sn−m−1 = S1, as we can

choose a representative with the lth point rotating around the axis Rm outside the ball
B. The class of the ith Sn−1 in the fiber corresponds to the lth point rotating around
the ith point. This can be represented by concatenating a path ηij from l to i with a
small sphere σi around i. Consider the path γi given by the ith coordinate of the path γ.
Then the image of the class hγ under hγ can be represented by ηij · γi · σi (see Figure 3.1
for an example). But this (n− 1)st homology class is homologous to ηij · σi for any path
γ.

Rm

l

i

γ
hγ7−−−−−→

Rm

l

i

Figure 3.1: The effect of hγ on the fundamental class (in blue) of Sn−1

Remark 3.5. If n − m = 1, then ConfW (l) is not connected, so applying the spec-
tral sequence is more difficult. However, in this case we simply have W ∼= Rn t
Rn (identifying the upper and the lower open half-spaces of Rn with Rn itself) so
ConfW (l) =

⊔
l=l′+l′′ ConfRn(l′) × ConfRn(l′′) ×Σl′×Σl′′ Σl. Its Poincaré polynomial is
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∑
l=l′+l′′

l!
(l′)!(l′′)!

∏l′−1
i=0 (1 + itn−1)

∏l′′−1
j=0 (1 + jtn−1), which is equal to the RHS of (3.4)

by a simple induction argument.
Let us recall the usual presentation of e∨n(l) := H∗(ConfRn(l)) [Arn69; Coh76]. It is a

quotient of a free graded symmetric algebra, on generators ωij of degree n− 1:

e∨n(l) = S(ωij)1≤i 6=j≤l/(ωji − (−1)nωij , ω2
ij , ωijωjk + ωjkωki + ωkiωij). (3.6)

Definition 3.7. We define an algebra, with generators ηi of degree n−m− 1:

vsc∨mn(0, l) := e∨n(l)⊗ S(ηi)1≤i≤l/(η2
i , ηiωij − ηjωij). (3.8)

Remark 3.9. This is very similar to the Lambrechts–Stanley model GA [Idr19] applied to
A = H∗(Dn \Dm) with vanishing diagonal class.

Lemma 3.10. The Poincaré polynomial of vsc∨mn(0, l) is the RHS of (3.4).

Proposition 3.11. For n−2 ≥ m ≥ 1, we have a well-defined algebra map vsc∨mn(0, l)→
H∗(ConfW (l)), given on generators by ωij 7→ θ∗ij(voln−1) and ηi 7→ α∗i (voln−m−1) (with
θij, αi as in Section 2).

Proof. It is clear that α∗i (voln−m−1) squares to zero. Thus the only thing we need
to check is that ηiωij = ηjωij holds in H∗(ConfW (l)). It is sufficient to check this
on ConfW (2), as the three classes involved are pulled back from there. The product
Sn−1 × Sn−m−1 maps into ConfW (2): the first factor describes the rotation of point
2 around point 1, while the second factor describes the rotation of the pair around
the axis Rm. Let σ be the pushforward of the fundamental class of Sn−1 × Sn−m−1

along this embedding. Thanks to Equation (3.4), Hn−m−1+n−1(Conf2(W )) is at most
one-dimensional. Since both cohomology classes η1ω12 and η2ω12 evaluates to 1 on σ, it
follows that η1ω12 = η2ω12.

Proposition 3.12. For n − 2 ≥ m ≥ 1, the map vsc∨mn(0, l) → H∗(ConfW (l)) is an
isomorphism.

Proof. Our proof is inspired by the proof of [Sin13, Theorem 4.9]. Let us check that it
is an isomorphism over each field k ∈ {Q,Fp}. Then by induction and using the Serre
spectral sequence of Proposition 3.11, we show that the homology of ConfW (l) is free as
a Z-module. This will then imply that the map of the proposition is an isomorphism
over Z using the universal coefficients theorem.
Given Inequality (3.4), the universal coefficients theorem, and the fact that we are

working over a field, it is sufficient to show that the map tensored with k is injective. We
may create classes in H∗(ConfW (l); k) using trees where vertices are possibly decorated
by a loop (to represent the homology class corresponding to ηi). The Jacobi relation is
satisfied, as these homology classes come from the subspace ConfRn(l) (with Rn being
e.g. the upper half-space). Similarly, the classes from vsc∨mn(l) correspond to graphs
modded out by the Arnold relation, with each connected component possibly decorated
by η. The duality pairing between homology and cohomology classes correspond to the
pairing between graphs and trees of [Sin13]. As this pairing is nondegenerate [Sin13,
Theorem 4.7], we therefore get that vsc∨mn(l)→ H∗(ConfW (l)) is injective.
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Definition 3.13. More generally, we define, for integers k, l ≥ 0:

vsc∨mn(k, l) := e∨m(k)⊗ vsc∨mn(0, l). (3.14)

For cosmetic reasons, for m ≥ 2 we will write ω̃ij for the generators of e∨m(k), to
distinguish them from the generators of vsc∨mn(0, l). Recall that for m = 1 then e∨1 (k)
is simply the algebra of functions on Σk. The CDGA vsc∨mn(k, l) is equipped with the
obvious action of the product of the symmetric groups Σk × Σl. Therefore, we can view
vsc∨mn as a bisymmetric collection.

Proposition 3.15. There is an isomorphism of algebras

vsc∨mn(k, l) ∼= H∗(VSCmn(k, l)) = H∗(ConfRm(k))⊗H∗(ConfRn\Rm(l)). (3.16)

Proof. The homology groups of ConfRm(k) and ConfRn\Rm(l) are free and finitely gener-
ated. Hence we may conclude by the Künneth formula and the homotopy equivalence
VSCmn(k, l) ' ConfRm(k)× ConfRn\Rm(l).

Next we turn to the cooperad structure of vsc∨mn. For reference, the cooperad structure
of e∨n is given as follows. For a pair W ⊂ U and some u ∈ U , we let [u] ∈ U/W be its
class in the quotient. The cooperad structure is then (for n ≥ 2):

◦∨W : e∨n(U)→ e∨n(U/W )⊗ e∨n(W ), ωuv 7→

{
1⊗ ωuv if u, v ∈W ;
ω[u][v] ⊗ 1 otherwise.

(3.17)

On the other hand, if n = 1, then e∨1 (U) = Ass∨(U) = R[ΣU ]∨, where ΣU = Bij(U, {1, . . . ,#U})
is the set of linear orders on U . The cocomposition of e∨1 is the dual of the block compo-
sition:

ΣU/W × ΣW 7→ ΣU , (σ, τ) 7→ σ ◦W τ, (3.18)
where σ ◦W τ is the linear order on U inherited from the linear order of U/W given by σ
and the linear order of W given by τ , and positioning the elements of W at the position
of ∗ ∈ U/W . For example, (b < a < c) ◦a (x < y) = (b < x < y < c).

Proposition 3.19. For m ≥ 2, the CDGAs vsc∨mn(U, V ) assemble into a relative Hopf

cooperad over e∨n, with structure maps vsc∨mn(U, V )
◦∨T−→ vsc∨mn(U, V/T ) ⊗ e∨n(T ) and

vsc∨mn(U, V t T )
◦∨W,T−−−→ vsc∨mn(U/W, V )⊗ vsc∨mn(W,T ) given by:

◦∨T (ω̃uu′) = ω̃uu′ ⊗ 1. ◦∨W,T (ω̃uu′) =
{

1⊗ ω̃uu′ , if u, u′ ∈W ;
ω̃[u][u′] ⊗ 1, otherwise.

◦∨T (ωvv′) =
{

1⊗ ωvv′ , if v, v′ ∈ T ;
ω[v][v′] ⊗ 1 otherwise.

◦∨W,T (ωvv′) =


1⊗ ωvv′ , if v, v′ ∈ T ;
ωvv′ ⊗ 1 if v, v′ ∈ V ;
0 otherwise.

◦∨T (ηv) = η[v] ⊗ 1. ◦∨W,T (ηv) =
{
ηv ⊗ 1 if v ∈ V ;
1⊗ ηv if v ∈ T.
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For m = 1, the maps ◦∨T and ◦∨W,T have the same behavior as above on the generators
ωvv′ and ηv. On e∨1 (U) = Ass∨(U) = R[Σ∨U ], the map ◦∨T is the identity, and ◦∨W,T is
defined as the dual of the block composition of Equation (3.18).

Proof. We just need to check the Hopf cooperad axioms (coassociativity, counit, compat-
ibility with the product), which are all straightforward.

Proposition 3.20. The maps (vsc∨mn, e∨n) → (H∗(VSCmn), H∗(Dn)) define an isomor-
phism of relative Hopf cooperads.

Proof. Our proof is similar to the proof of [Sin13, Theorem 6.3]. We already know
that these maps are isomorphisms in each arity, so we just need to check that they are
compatible with the cooperad structures on both sides.
Let us first check that ◦∨T : vsc∨mn(U, V ) → vsc∨mn(U, V/T ) ⊗ e∨n(T ) models ◦T :

VSCmn(U, V/T ) × Dn(T ) → Dmn(U, V ). To this end, we consider the maps θuu′ :
VSCmn(U, V ) → Sn−1, θvv′ : VSCmn(U, V ) → Sm−1, and αv : VSCmn(U, V ) → Sn−m−1

defined in Section 2. Let us check check that, when they are composed with the insertion
maps ◦T , we obtain the behavior in Proposition 3.19.

For the maps θuu′ and θvv′ , this is a computation identical to the one necessary to check
that e∨n (resp. sc∨m) is the cohomology, as a cooperad, of Dn (resp. SCm). Next we want to
determine the homotopy class of the map αv(−◦T−) : VSCmn(U, V/T )×Dn(T )→ Sn−m−1

for some v ∈ V .
• If v 6∈ T , then the composite map αv(− ◦T −) factors as

VSCmn(U, V/T )× Dn(T ) pr1−−→ Dmn(U, V/T ) αv−→ Sn−m−1. (3.21)

We therefore find that

◦∨T (ηv) = (αv(− ◦T −))∗(voln−m−1) = pr∗1(α∗v(voln−m−1)) = ηv ⊗ 1. (3.22)

• If v ∈ T , let us consider the homotopy which precomposes the embedding indexed
by [v] ∈ V/T in Dmn(U, V/T ) by the map Rn → Rn, x 7→ tx. At the limit t = 0,
we find the composite:

VSCmn(U, V/T )× Dn(T ) pr1−−→ VSCmn(U, V/T )
α[v]−−→ Sn−m−1. (3.23)

The homotopy class of the map is constant wrt. t, thus ◦∨T (ηv) = η[v] ⊗ 1.
Now let us consider the insertion map VSCmn(U/W, V )×VSCmn(W,T )→ Dmn(U, V t

T ). We again need to check that the (homotopy classes of the) composite maps agree
with the ones prescribed in Proposition 3.19. For the maps θuu′(− ◦W,T −), this is again
a computation similar to the case of Dn. For the maps ηv(− ◦W,T −), it is easy to see
that ηv(− ◦W,T −) factors by the projection on one of the two factors in the product. For
the maps θvv′(− ◦W,T −):
• If v, v′ are both in V (resp. both in T ), then we find that θvv′(− ◦W,T −) factors by
the projection onto the factor VSCmn(U/W, V ) (resp. VSCmn(W,T )) followed by
the appropriate map θvv′ , and thus that ◦∨W,T (ωvv′) equals ωvv′ ⊗ 1 (resp. 1⊗ ωvv′).
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• Otherwise, let us assume that v ∈ V and v′ ∈ T (the other case is symmetrical). If
we contract the appropriate disks by a homotopy which linearly decreases the radius
as above, then we obtain at the limit a constant map, therefore ◦∨W,T (ωvv′) = 0.

Remark 3.24. We can compare vsc∨mn with the cohomology of ESCmn (see Remark 2.11).
Recall that ESCmn(U, V ) is the fiber product Dm(U) ×Dn(U) Dn(U t V ). The co-
homology of ESCmn is the pushout H∗(ESCmn(U, V )) = e∨m(U) ⊗e∨n(U) e∨n(U t V ),
see [Wil17, Proposition 4.1]. Here, the morphism e∨n(U) → e∨n(U t V ) is the obvi-
ous inclusion, while the morphism e∨n(U) → e∨m(U) sends all the generators ωuu′ to
zero. Thus H∗(ESCmn(U, V )) = e∨m(U) ⊗ e∨n(U t V )/e∨n(U). The cooperadic struc-
ture maps are defined by formulas similar to Proposition 3.19 (forgetting the ηv). We
also have an inclusion VSCmn ⊂ ESCmn, which induces on cohomology the composite
e∨m(U)⊗ e∨n(U t V )/e∨n(U) � e∨m(U)⊗ e∨n(V ) ↪→ vsc∨mn(U, V ).
Remark 3.25. The inclusion of operads Dm ⊂ Dn factors through VSCmn(−,∅). We thus
get an induced left Dm-module structure on VSCmn(∅,−), which dualizes to the map
∆ : vsc∨mn(∅,

⊔
u∈U Vu) → vsc∨mn(U,∅) ⊗

⊗
u∈U vsc∨mn(∅, Vu) given by ∆(ηv) = 1 ⊗ ηv

(put in the corresponding vsc∨mn(∅, Vu)), ∆(ωvv′) = 1⊗ ωvv′ if v and v′ are in the same
Vu and ∆(ωvv′) = 0 otherwise.

3.2. Generators and relations for the homology
Although it is not strictly necessary for our purposes, we also describe a presentation of
the homology vscmn := H∗(VFMmn) by generators and relations. It is more convenient
to describe this presentation by describing the algebras over the operad. First, let us
recall the presentation of en := H∗(FMn):

Theorem 3.26 (Cohen [Coh76]). An algebra over e1 is a unital associative algebra. For
n ≥ 2, an algebra over en is a unital Poisson n-algebra, i.e. a unital commutative algebra
equipped with a Lie bracket of degree 1− n such that the bracket is a biderivation for the
product.

Proposition 3.27. For n − 2 ≥ m ≥ 1, an algebra over vscmn is the data (A,B, f, δ)
consisting of an em-algebra A, an en-algebra B, a central morphism of algebras f : B → A,
and a central derivation δ : B[n−m− 1]→ A.

Central means that f and δ land in the center Z(A) = {a ∈ A | ∀b ∈ A, [a, b] = 0},
where the bracket is the graded commutator (m = 1) or the shifted Lie bracket (m ≥ 2).
The map δ is a derivation with respect to f : δ(xy) = δ(x)f(y)± f(x)δ(y).

Proof. The proof is an exercise in dualizing the description from Proposition 3.19. The
product, bracket, and unit of B are duals to 1 ∈ e∨n(2), ω12 ∈ e∨n(2), and 1 ∈ e∨n(0). The
product and unit of A are duals to 1 ∈ vsc∨mn(2, 0) = e∨m(2) and 1 ∈ vsc∨mn(0, 0) = e∨m(0);
its bracket is dual to ω12 ∈ vsc∨mn(2, 0) = e∨m(2) for m ≥ 2. The relations between the
operations acting exclusively on A (resp. B), i.e. the products, brackets, and units, follow
from Theorem 3.26 above.
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The morphism f is dual to 1 ∈ vsc∨mn(0, 1). The derivation δ is dual to η1 ∈ vsc∨mn(0, 1).
The fact that f is a morphism follows from ◦∨{x,y}(1) = 1⊗ 1 in vsc∨mn(∅, {x, y}). The
fact that δ is a derivation follows from ◦∨{x,y}(ηx) = ◦∨{x,y}(ηy) = η∗⊗ 1 (so dually we have
η∨∗ ◦ 1∨ = η∨x + η∨y ). The equations [x, f(y)] = [x, δ(y)] = 0 follow from degrees reasons in
vsc∨mn({x}, {y}) (or, if m = 1, from an explicit homotopy which shows the centrality).

Finally, the element ωxy ∈ vsc∨mn(∅, {x, y}) is dual to f([x, y]), and ηxωxy = ηyωxy is
dual to δ([x, y]); they do not satisfy any new relation.

We can rephrase Proposition 3.27 more compactly. Let A be an em-algebra. We let
A[ε] := A⊗ R[ε]/(ε2) be the algebra obtained by adjoining a new square-zero variable
ε of degree n − m − 1. If m ≥ 2, then there is a Poisson bracket on A[ε] given by
[x + εy, x′ + εy′] = [x, x′] + ε([x, y′] ± [x′, y]). Then an vscmn-algebra is the data of an
em-algebra A, an en-algebra B, and a central morphism f + εδ : B → A[ε].
Compare this result with the ∞-categorical counterparts from [AFT17, Section 4.3].

An algebra over the ∞-categorical version Diskfr
m⊂n consist of a Diskfr

m-algebra A, a
Diskfr

n -algebra B, and a morphism of Diskfr
m+1-algebras α :

∫
Sn−m−1 B → HC∗Dm(A),

where
∫
Sn−m−1 B is the “factorization homology” of Sn−m−1 with coefficients in B, and

HC∗Dm refers to Hochschild cochains. We view this as a “up to homotopy” version of
an vscmn-algebra, the morphism f + εδ being the part

∫
Sn−m−1 B → HC0

Dm(A) and the
higher terms being homotopies. It would be interesting to make this observation precise.
Remark 3.28. An algebra over the homology scn := H∗(SCn) of the Swiss-Cheese operad
is the data of (A,B, f) as in the proposition, see [Liv15, Section 4.3]. However, our
computation for H∗(VSC(n−1)n) in Section 3.1 above does not apply (e.g. the class
ω12 ∈ H∗(VSC(n−1)n(0, 2)) vanishes on some connected components). Instead, we get
that vsc(n−1)n-algebras are given by quadruples (A,B, f, g) where (A,B, f) are as above
and g : B → A is another central morphism (i.e. A is a unitary B-bimodule). There is
an embedding SCn ⊂ VSC(n−1)n. On homology, an vsc(n−1)n-algebra (A,B, f, g) viewed
as an scn-algebra is simply (A,B, f), i.e. we forget the right action. Livernet proved
that SCn is not formal by exhibiting a nontrivial operadic Massey product 〈µB, f, λA〉,
where µB represents the product of B and λA represents the Lie bracket of A [Liv15,
Theorem 4.3]. This shows that the operad of chains C∗(VFM(n−1)n;Q) cannot be formal
either, because we obtain a nontrivial Massey product there too.

4. Graph complexes
In this section, we define a two-colored Hopf cooperad, whose operations in the second
color are given by Kontsevich’s cooperad graphsn [Kon99], and whose operations in
the first color will be called vgraphsmn. Our tool of choice to define vgraphsmn will be
“operadic twisting” [Wil14; DW15], just like in [Wil15]. To give an idea of how vgraphsmn
is built, we first recall the steps in the definition of graphsn. We also refer to [Idr19,
Sections 1.5–1.6] for more details with matching notation.
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4.1. Recollections: the cooperad graphsn
In this section, we recall the definition of Kontsevich’s graph cooperad graphsn. We
assume that n ≥ 2 in the whole section.
Remark 4.1. Unlike some earlier works, we use the notation graphsn for the cooperad
rather than its dual operad. Its linear dual graphs∨n is an operad which is quasi-isomorphic
to the homology of the little disks operad. We make this choice because we almost only
ever deal with graphsn, not graphs∨n . Moreover, Kontsevich’s graph complex where the
differential splits vertices will also be denoted with a dual sign, GC∨n (dual of the complex
where the differential contracts edges). See e.g. [Idr19; Cam+18b] for matching notations.

4.1.1. Untwisted

The first step is to define an untwisted Hopf cooperad Gran, given in each arity by the
following CDGA, with generators euv of degree n− 1:

Gran(U) := S(euv)u,v∈U/(evu = (−1)neuv). (4.2)

We have a graphical interpretation of Gran(U). The CDGA Gran(U) is spanned by graphs
on the set of vertices U . The monomial eu1v1 . . . eurvr corresponds to the graph with
edges −−→u1v1, . . . , −−→urvr. The identification evu = ±euv allows us to view the graphs as
undirected, although we need directions to define the signs precisely for odd n. Moreover,
if n is even then deg euv is odd, thus we need to order the edges to get precise signs.
Note that we explicitly allow tadpoles (euu) and double edges (e2

uv). However, for even n,
e2
uv = 0 because deg euv is odd; and for odd n, euu = (−1)neuu = −euu thus euu = 0.
The product is given by gluing graphs along their vertices. The cooperadic structure

is given by subgraph contraction. Explicitly, the map ◦∨W : Gran(U) → Gran(U/W ) ⊗
Gran(W ) is given on generators by ◦∨W (euv) = e∗∗ ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ euv if u, v ∈ W , and by
◦∨W (euv) = e[u][v] ⊗ 1 otherwise. One may then produce a first zigzag of Hopf cooperads,
defined on generators by:

H∗(FMn) = e∨n ← Gran
ω′−→ Ω∗PA(FMn), ωuv ←[ euv 7→ p∗uv(ϕn), (4.3)

where puv : FMn(U)→ FMn(2) is the projection and ϕn is the “propagator”:

ϕn := cst ·
n∑
i=1
±xidx1 ∧ . . . d̂xi . . . ∧ dxn ∈ Ωn−1

PA (FMn(2)) = Ωn−1
PA (Sn−1). (4.4)

Given a graph Γ ∈ Gran(U), one may define its coefficient:

µ(Γ) :=
∫

FMn(U)
ω′(Γ). (4.5)

By convention µ(Γ) := 0 for #U ≤ 1. This element µ has a simple description: it
vanishes on all graphs, except for the one with exactly two vertices and an edge between
them [LV14, Lemma 9.4.3]. In other words, in the dual basis:

µ = 1 2 ∈ Gra∨n(2) ⊂
∏

i≥0
Gra∨n(i). (4.6)
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4.1.2. Twist

The second step is to twist the cooperad Gran. We refer to Appendix A.1 for the concepts
and notations. The element µ above defines a morphism from Lien to Gra∨n : we send
the generating bracket λ2 ∈ Lien(2) to the graph appearing in Equation (4.6) (in the
dual basis). By composing with the canonical resolution hoLien → Lien, we thus obtain a
morphism hoLien → Gra∨n , which sends the binary bracket to µ and the k-ary brackets to
0 for k ≥ 3. Cooperadic twisting produces a dg-cooperad Tw Gran from Gran and µ.

Let us now describe this twisted cooperad. As a graded module, we have:

Tw Gran(r) :=
(⊕
i≥0

(
Gran(r + i)⊗ k[n]⊗i

)
Σi
, dµ

)
. (4.7)

The cooperadic structure and the differential are described in Appendix A.1. The CDGA
structure is defined using the fact that Gran(∅) = R (see [Idr19, Lemma 9]) and the fact
that µ vanishes on disconnected graphs as well as graphs admitting a cut point (i.e. if
the point is removed, then the graph is disconnected).
Let us now give a graphical interpretation of this definition. The CDGA Tw Gran(U)

is spanned by graphs with two kinds of vertices: external vertices, which are in bijection
with U , and internal vertices, which are indistinguishable (in pictures they will be drawn
in black). Given a graph Γ, its differential dΓ =

∑
e±Γ/e is obtained as a sum, over

all the edges e ∈ EΓ connected to at least one internal vertex, of the graphs obtained
by contracting these edges. Note that in this differential, edges connected to univalent
vertices are not contracted, roughly speaking because the contraction appears twice in
dΓ and cancels out; but if both endpoints of the edge are univalent, then the edge is
contracted with a minus sign, see [Wil14, Appendix I.3] and Section 4.1.3. The product
of two graphs is the graph obtained by gluing them along their external vertices. The
cooperadic structure is given by subgraph contraction (summing over all choices of
whether internal vertices and edges are in the subgraph).

One checks that the zigzag of Equation (4.3) extends to a zigzag:

e∨n ← Tw Gran
ω−→ Ω∗PA(FMn). (4.8)

The left-pointing map sends all graphs with internal vertices to zero. The right-pointing
map is given by the following integrals. Given a graph Γ ∈ Gran(U t I) ⊂ Tw Gran(U),
the form ω(Γ) is the integral of ω′(Γ) along the fiber of the PA bundle pU : FMn(U tI)→
FMn(U) which forgets points in the configuration:

ω(Γ) := (pU )∗(ω′(Γ)) =
∫

FMn(UtI)→FMn(U)
ω′(Γ). (4.9)

4.1.3. Interlude: Graph complex

We record the following definition for future use.

Definition 4.10. The full graph complex fGCn is defined to be Tw Gran(∅)[−n]. It
is spanned by graphs with only internal vertices. The degree of γ ∈ fGCn is deg γ =
(n− 1)#Eγ − n#Vγ + n. We describe its differential below.
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Remark 4.11. This degree shift by n comes from the fact that we mod out ConfRn(k) by
Rn oR>0 in the definition of FMn. Indeed, for γ ∈ fGCn, in the definition of ω(γ), the
form is of degree (n− 1)#Eγ and the space is of dimension dim FMn(Vγ) = n#Vγ −n− 1.
In order to obtain a Maurer–Cartan element (of degree 1) out of ω in the Lie algebra
GC∨n defined below, a shift by n is used.

The module fGCn is a shifted algebra, with a product given by disjoint union of graphs.
One can moreover define the subcomplex GCn ⊂ fGCn of connected graphs, and there is
an isomorphism of shifted algebras:

fGCn = S(GCn[n])[−n]. (4.12)

The module GCn is a (pre)Lie coalgebra. Its cobracket ∆ is given by subgraph contraction
(i.e. it is inherited from the cooperad structure on Gran). Dually, GC∨n is a (pre)Lie
algebra, with a bracket given by graph insertion.
Let us now describe the differential of GCn. It is given by (−µ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ µ)∆, where

µ ∈ GC∨n is the Maurer–Cartan element defined in Equation (4.6). The summand (1⊗µ)∆
is given by the sum of contractions of edges, while the summand (µ⊗ 1)∆ is given by
the sum of contractions of edges attached to a univalent vertex. The contraction of an
edge attached to exactly one univalent vertex appears twice in the sum with opposite
signs, which thus cancel out. However, if both endpoints of the edge are univalent, then
the contractions of this edge appears once with a plus and twice with a minus, which
leaves one term with a minus. (See [Wil14, Appendix I.3] for more details)
Note that dually, the differential on GC∨n is [µ,−]. It is roughly speaking given by

vertex splitting (with the caveat about univalent vertices explained above). Finally, note
that the space Tw Gran(U) is a module over the shifted CDGA fGCn, by taking disjoint
unions.

4.1.4. Reduction

The next step is to mod out graphs with internal components, i.e. connected components
with only internal vertices, to obtain a new Hopf cooperad Graphsn. Formally, we consider
the tensor product

Graphsn(U) := Tw Gran(U)⊗fGCn R, (4.13)
where the fGCn-module structure on R is simply given by the augmentation, i.e. the
action of any nonempty graph vanishes. In other words, in Graphsn, a graph with a
connected component consisting entirely of internal vertices is set equal to zero. The map
ω of Equation (4.9) factors through the quotient defining Graphsn [LV14, Lemma 9.3.7],
and the quotient map Tw Gran → e∨n clearly does.

We can moreover reduce further the operad. We consider the quotient graphsn where
we have killed graphs containing: internal vertices that are univalent or bivalent; double
edges; or tadpoles. It follows again from the lemmas of [LV14, Section 9.3] that ω factors
through this quotient (and the map Graphsn → e∨n clearly does).

Theorem 4.14 ([Kon99; LV14]). This defines a zigzag of quasi-isomorphisms of Hopf
cooperads e∨n

∼←− graphsn
∼−→ Ω∗PA(FMn). Thus the operad FMn is formal over R.
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4.2. The cooperad VGraphsmn
Let us now define VGraphsmn, using the same methodology that was used to define
Graphsn. Note that we must take special care of the case m = 1. We define the further
reduced cooperad vgraphsmn in the next section.

4.2.1. Untwisted

The first step is the definition of the untwisted graph cooperad.

Definition 4.15. For n − 2 ≥ m ≥ 2, the untwisted graph cooperad is a relative
VGramn-cooperad given in each arity by:

VGramn(U, V ) :=
S(ẽuu′)u,u′∈U ⊗ S(eij)i,j∈UtV

(eji = (−1)neij , ẽuu′ = (−1)mẽu′u) ,

where deg ẽuu′ = m− 1 and deg eij = n− 1.

Definition 4.16. For n− 2 ≥ m = 1, we define:

VGra1n(U, V ) = S(eij)i,j∈UtV ⊗ R[ΣU ]∨

(eji = (−1)neij)
,

where ΣU = Ass(U) = Bij(U, {1, . . . ,#U}).

Let us now give a graphical interpretation of VGramn(U, V ). We will concentrate first
on the case m ≥ 2. As a vector space, it is spanned by graphs with two kinds of vertices:
terrestrial (in bijection with U) and aerial (in bijection with V ). We will draw the
aerial vertices as circles, and the terrestrial vertices as semicircles, below the aerial ones.
There are also two kind of edges: full edges (corresponding to the eij) between any two
vertices, and dashed edges (corresponding to the ẽuu′) between two terrestrial vertices
Note that we allow tadpoles (edges between a vertex and itself) as well as double edges.
See Figure 4.2.1 for an example. If m = 1, the interpretation is similar, except that there
are no dashed edges, and in addition the set of terrestrial vertices is ordered.
Remark 4.17. In order to say that terrestrial vertices are ordered in the graphs of the
basis, we are the dual of the canonical basis of R[ΣU ] (i.e. we consider the basis element
of R[ΣU ]∨ which vanishes on all linear orders except one).

v1 v2

v3

u1 u2 u3

Figure 4.1: Example of a graph in VGramn (for m ≥ 2)
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The product glues graphs along their vertices, and the differential is zero. These
CDGAs assemble to form a relative Hopf Gran-cooperad. The cooperadic structure
maps act on the generators evv′ and ẽuu (if m ≥ 2) just like they do in the formulas of
Proposition 3.19, replacing ωuu′ by euu′ and ω̃vv′ by ẽvv′ . If m = 1, then ◦∨T is the identity
on R[ΣU ]∨, and ◦∨W,T is the dual of block composition from Equation (3.18). Moreover,
we have (with the convention u, u′ ∈ U , v ∈ V ):

◦∨T (euu′) = euu′ , ◦∨W,T (euu′) =
{
e∗∗ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ euu′ , if u, u′ ∈W,
e[u][u′] ⊗ 1, otherwise,

◦∨T (euv) = eu[v], ◦∨W,T (euv) =


1⊗ euv, if u ∈W, v ∈ T
0, if u 6∈W, v ∈ T,
e[u]v otherwise.

Graphically, the cooperadic structure map ◦W,T is given by subgraph contraction, which
we now explain.

Definition 4.18 (Quotient graph, case m ≥ 2). Let Γ ∈ VGramn(U, V ) be a graph. Let
Γ′ ⊂ Γ be a subgraph, not necessarily full. We define the quotient graph Γ/Γ′ as follows.
The set of vertices of Γ/Γ′ is the quotient set VΓ/VΓ′ , identifying all the vertices of Γ′ to
produce a new vertex [Γ′], always terrestrial even if Γ′ contains no terrestrial vertices.
The set of edges of Γ/Γ′ is the difference EΓ \ EΓ′ , and we will informally view the
edges of Γ′ as having been “contracted”. If e ∈ EΓ \ EΓ′ has an endpoint in Γ′, then the
corresponding endpoint of e ∈ EΓ/Γ′ is the new terrestrial vertex [Γ′]. In particular, if an
edge is not in Γ′ but both of its endpoints are in Γ′, then in Γ/Γ′ this edge becomes a
tadpole on the vertex [Γ′].

Example 4.19. The quotient Γ/∅ is Γ with a new isolated external terrestrial vertex.

Definition 4.20 (Quotient graph, case m = 1). For m = 1, the definition of the quotient
graph Γ/Γ′ given above has to be clarified to deal with the linear order on the set of
terrestrial vertices. As before, suppose that Γ′ ⊂ Γ is a subgraph. Then Γ/Γ′ is a linear
combination of graphs, given as follows:
• If Γ′ has no terrestrial vertices, then Γ/Γ′ is the sum of the quotients as in

Definition 4.18, with the new terrestrial vertex [Γ′] in all possible positions.
• If the terrestrial vertices of Γ′ are consecutive, then Γ/Γ′ is defined as in Defini-
tion 4.18, and the linear order on the terrestrial vertices of Γ/Γ′ is inherited from
Γ, with the new terrestrial vertex [Γ′] in the position of the vertices of Γ′.
• If the terrestrial vertices of Γ′ are not consecutive, then Γ/Γ′ = 0.

Remark 4.21. This definition of the linear order of the terrestrial vertices of Γ/Γ′ is dual
to the block composition of linear orders from Equation (3.18).
We can interpret ◦W,T (Γ) as the sum of the Γ/Γ′ ⊗ Γ′ for all (not necessarily full)

subgraphs Γ′ with set of vertices (W,T ).
Let us now define a zigzag of Hopf cooperad maps

H∗(VFMmn) = vsc∨mn ← VGramn → Ω∗PA(VFMmn). (4.22)
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The left-pointing map is defined by euu 7→ 0, ẽuu′ 7→ ω̃uu′ for u 6= u′ ∈ U , evv 7→ 0,
evv′ 7→ ωvv′ for v 6= v′ ∈ V , and eij 7→ 0 if i ∈ U or j ∈ U . The right-pointing map is
defined using the following three “propagators”:
• We have the identification VFMmn(2, 0) = FMm(2) ∼= Sm−1, for which we can use

the propagator ϕm ∈ Ωm−1
PA (FMm(2)) of Equation (4.4).

• We have the map θ12 : VFMmn(1, 1) → Sn−1 which records the direction from
the aerial point to the terrestrial point. We then define the propagator to be the
pullback of the volume form of Sn−1 along θ12:

ψ∂mn := θ∗12(volSn−1) ∈ Ωn−1
PA (VFMmn(1, 1)). (4.23)

• Similarly, there is the map θ12 : VFMmn(0, 2)→ Sn−1 which records the direction
from the second point to the first point. Then the propagator is:

ψmn := θ∗12(volSn−1) ∈ Ωn−1
PA (VFMmn(0, 2)). (4.24)

Remark 4.25. By construction, these propagators are all minimal forms on VFMmn,
because the volume form on Sd is volSd = cst ·

∑
i(−1)ixidx1 ∧ . . . d̂xi . . . ∧ dxd. Hence

they can be pushed forward (once) along PA bundles [Har+11].
We may then define a morphism

ω′ : VGramn(U, V )→ Ω∗PA(VFMmn(U, V )) (4.26)

as follows, using the convention that u, u′ ∈ U and v, v′ ∈ V , including if u = u′ and
v = v′:

ω′(ẽuu′) := p∗uu′(ϕm); ω′(evv′) := p∗vv′(ψmn);
ω′(euu′) := 0; ω′(evu) := p∗vu(ψ∂mn).

(4.27)

Here, p•• is the map which forget all but two points in a configuration (for puu and pvv
we also apply the diagonal). The following lemma is immediate:

Lemma 4.28. This defines a zigzag vsc∨mn ← VGramn → Ω∗PA(VFMmn).

Let us define some more notation. Given a graph Γ ∈ VGramn(U, V ), we define
VΓ = V t

Γ ∪ V a
Γ = U ∪ V to be its set of vertices, partitioned into terrestrial and aerial

ones. Similarly, EΓ = EfΓ ∪ EdΓ is its set of edges, split into full edges and dashed edges.
The graph Γ induces a map

ΦΓ : VFMmn(U, V )→ (Sm−1)EdΓ × (Sn−1)E
f
Γ , (4.29)

obtained using the maps θij from Section 2. We also define

volΓ ∈ Ωdeg Γ
PA ((Sm−1)EdΓ × (Sn−1)E

f
Γ) (4.30)

to be the product of the volume forms. Then by definition, ω′(Γ) = Φ∗Γ(volΓ).
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Given a graph Γ ∈ VGramn(U, V ) with #U + 2#V ≥ 2, we may define its coefficient
c(Γ) by

c(Γ) :=
∫

VFMmn(U,V )
ω′(Γ). (4.31)

If #U+2#V ≤ 1 then we just set c(Γ) = 0 (this is due to the special case in the definition
of BF ′′, see Proposition 2.12).
Remark 4.32. In the case (n,m) = (2, 1), these are analogous to the coefficients in
Kontsevich’s universal formality morphism Tpoly → Dpoly from [Kon03].

4.2.2. Twisted

Together with µ from Equation (4.5), this collection of coefficients c defines a morphism
of colored operads (Lien, hoLiemn) → (Gra∨n ,VGra∨mn), where hoLiemn was defined in
Appendix A.3. Concretely, the generating bracket λU,V ∈ hoLiemn(U, V ) is sent to
Γ ∈ VGra∨mn(U, V ) 7→ c(Γ) ∈ R. We can therefore apply the formalism of operadic
twisting from Appendix A.3.

Definition 4.33. The twisted graph cooperad Tw VGramn is the relative (Tw Gran)-
cooperad obtained by twisting VGramn with respect to µ and c.

Since VGramn is a Hopf cooperad satisfying VGramn(∅,∅) = k, and since c vanishes on
disconnected graphs (see Lemma 4.37) and graphs with a terrestrial cut point (by a simple
degree argument: dim VFMmn(i+i′+1, j+j′) > dim VFMmn(i+1, j)×VFMmn(i′+1, j′)),
we find again that Tw VGramn inherits a Hopf cooperad structure, similarly to the
uncolored case.
This twisted cooperad has a graphical description. The CDGA Tw VGramn(U, V ) is

spanned by graphs with four types of vertices: external terrestrial vertices, in bijection
with U (drawn as semicircles); external aerial vertices, in bijection with V (drawn as
circles); internal terrestrial vertices, indistinguishable among themselves, of degree −m
(drawn as black semicircles); internal aerial vertices, indistinguishable among themselves,
of degree −n (drawn as black circles).

There are two kinds of edges: aerial (full) edges of degree n−1, and terrestrial (dashed)
edges of degree m− 1. If m = 1, then there are no dashed edges, and the whole set of
terrestrial vertices is ordered.
Description 4.34. The differential is given by the twisting procedure (Appendix A.3).
Recall the subgraph contractions defined in Definitions 4.18, 4.20. Given a graph Γ, its
differential dΓ is given as a sum (with signs in Section A.3):

1. contractions of full edges between an aerial internal vertex and an aerial vertex of
any kind, including edges connected to a univalent internal vertex (this uses the
simple description of µ in Equation (4.6));

2. contractions of subgraphs Γ′ containing at most one external vertex, necessarily
terrestrial, with result c(Γ′) · Γ/Γ′;

3. forgetting of all vertices outside a subgraph Γ′′ which contains all the external
vertices, with result c(Γ/Γ′′) · Γ′′.
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Lemma 4.35. For n − 2 ≥ m ≥ 1, the morphism ω′ extends to a morphism of Hopf
cooperads

ω : Tw VGramn(U, V )→ Ω∗PA(VFMmn)

by setting, for Γ ∈ VGramn(U t I, V t J) ⊂ Tw VGramn(U, V ) and #U + 2#V ≥ 2:

ω(Γ) := (pU,V )∗(ω′(Γ)) =
∫

VFMmn(UtI,V tJ)→VFMmn(U,V )
ω′(Γ).

If #U + 2#V ≤ 1 (no aerial vertices and ≤ 1 terrestrial vertex), then ω(Γ) = 1 if Γ is
the graph with no edges and no internal vertices, and ω(Γ) = 0 otherwise.

Proof. We use the double pushforward formula [Har+11, Proposition 8.13], Stokes’
formula [Har+11, Proposition 8.12] and the decomposition of the fiberwise boundary
VFMmn(U, V ) from Section 2.1 (compare with [LV14, Section 9.4]).

We deal separately with the case #U + 2#V ≤ 1 because the dimension of the
fibers of pU,V is smaller than expected (cf. [LV14, Section 9.1]). In general, the fiber of
pU,V : VFMmn(U t I, V t J)→ VFMmn(U, V ) has dimension m#I + n#J . However, if
#U + 2#V ≤ 1, then dim VFMmn(U, V ) = 0 instead of the expected −1 (for (#U,#V ) =
(1, 0)) or −1−m (for (#U,#V ) = (0, 0)) from the general formula. Hence the dimension
of the fiber of pU,V is respectively m#I + n#J + 1 and m#I + n#J +m+ 1, and the
integration map would not preserve the degrees. Nevertheless, in these cases VFMmn(U, V )
is a singleton, so we can just define ω(Γ) as above. We have to check that any cocycle
is mapped to zero. This is clear if U = V = ∅, as the differential of a nonempty graph
is nonempty. For (#U,#V ) = 1 and Γ ∈ Tw VGramn(U, V ) with at least one edge, the
graph with no edges appears twice with opposite signs in dΓ: for Γ′ = Γ in c(Γ′)Γ/Γ′,
and for Γ′′ containing only the external vertex in c(Γ/Γ′′)Γ′′ (see Description 4.34).

4.2.3. Interlude: Graph complex

Before turning to the final step of the construction, we will need the following definition,
which mimicks the definition of fGCn from Section 4.1.3:

Definition 4.36. For n− 2 ≥ m ≥ 1, the full Swiss-Cheese graph complex is:

fVGCmn = Tw VGramn(∅,∅)[−m]

This shifted CDGA is free and generated by its submodule of connected graphs. Thanks
to the following lemma, this submodule is a subcomplex when m ≥ 2:

Lemma 4.37. Let n − 2 ≥ m ≥ 1. Given a disconnected graph γ ∈ fVGCmn, the
coefficient c(γ) vanishes, unless m = 1 and γ is the graph with two terrestrial vertices
and no edges.

Proof. Let us first assume that γ has no isolated terrestrial vertices. Then γ factors as
a product γ = γ1 · γ2, with corresponding sets of vertices (I1, J1) and (I2, J2). Thanks
to our assumption, we have #I• + 2#J• ≥ 2 for • ∈ {1, 2}. The coefficient c(γ) =
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∫
VFMmn(I,J) ω

′(γ) is defined as an integral, and the degree of ω′(γ) must be equal to the
dimension of VFMmn(I, J) for the integral to be nonzero. Let us assume that this is the
case (otherwise we are done).

We have ω′(γ) = Φ∗γ(volγ). The map Φγ factors through the product VFMmn(I1, J1)×
VFMmn(I2, J2). But we know that:

dim VFMmn(I, J)− dim VFMmn(I1, J1)× VFMmn(I2, J2) = m+ 1 > 0, (4.38)

therefore deg volγ > dim VFMmn(I1, J1)× VFMmn(I2, J2). It follows that ω′(γ) = 0 and
therefore c(γ) = 0.
Let us now assume that γ has an isolated terrestrial vertex, say i ∈ I. As before,

ω′(γ) = Φ∗γ(volγ), and Φγ factors through VFMmn(I \ {i}, J). If (#I − 1) + 2#J ≥ 2, in
other words if the graph is not the graph with two terrestrial vertices and no aerial ones,
then

dim VFMmn(I, J)− dim VFMmn(I \ {i}, J) = m > 0 (4.39)

and we may again conclude that ω′(γ) = 0 =⇒ c(γ) = 0. However, if Γ is the graph with
two terrestrial vertices and no aerial ones, i.e. (#I,#J) = (2, 0), then the codimension
is m− 1, because dim VFMmn(1, 0) = 0 and not −1 as the general formula would give.
Thus in the case m > 1, we may still conclude that ω′(γ) = 0, because the codimension
is positive.

Remark 4.40. In the case m = 1, we have that VFM1n(2, 0) ∼= FM1(2) ∼= S0. Hence we
find that for γ =

( )
∈ fVGC1n, we have c(γ) = 1.

Definition 4.41. For n − 2 ≥ m ≥ 2, the connected Swiss-Cheese graph complex
VGCmn as the quotient of fVGCmn by disconnected graphs (i.e. VGCmn is given by the
indecomposables of fVGCmn).

Just like in [Wil15], the case m = 1 is special. Mimicking [Wil15, Section 4], we
will define an alternate basis of Tw Gra1n(U, V ). For motivation, recall that Gra1n(U,∅)
contains Ass∨(U), where Ass is the operad encoding associative algebras. The symmetric
sequence Ass is isomorphic to the symmetric sequence Pois = Com◦Lie [LV12, Section 13.3]
(essentially a reformulation of the Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt (PBW) theorem applied to a
free Lie algebra S(L(V )) ∼= T (V )). Roughly speaking, we can thus decree that terrestrial
internal vertices are in the same “Lie component” as another vertex if they are connected
by brackets.

Definition 4.42 (Cf. [Wil15, Section 4]). A Lie-decorated graph is a graph Γ defined
similarly as an element of Tw Gra1n(U, V ) (Definition 4.33), but instead of ordering all
terrestrial vertices, we plug terrestrial vertices in a commutative product of Lie words, i.e.
an element of Pois(U t I) (where Pois is the Poisson operad and I is the set of internal
terrestrial vertices). We moreover require that there is only one external vertex per Lie
word. See Figure 4.2 for an example.

Lemma 4.43. The vector space spanned by Lie-decorated graphs with external vertices
(U, V ) is isomorphic to Tw Gra1n(U, V ).
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Figure 4.2: Lie-decorated graph

Proof. This follows from the PBW theorem. We use the dual of the PBW isomorphism
Pois∨(U t I) ∼= Ass∨(U t I) (which turns a commutative product of Lie words into a
shuffle product of commutators) to identify linear combinations of Lie-decorated graphs
with elements of Tw Gra1n(U, V ). For the signs, we consider internal terrestrial vertices
as odd objects (as they have degree −1).

Definition 4.44. Two vertices in a Lie-decorated graph are said to be in the same
component if they are connected by full edges or if they are both terrestrial and in
the same Lie word; we then extend this relation transitively. A Lie-decorated graph is
Lie-connected if all its vertices are in the same Lie component, and Lie-disconnected
otherwise.

Lemma 4.45. The coefficient c vanishes on the image of a Lie-disconnected graph under
the isomorphism of Lemma 4.43.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.37.

Definition 4.46. For n ≥ 3, the Lie-connected Swiss-Cheese graph complex VGC1n as
the quotient of fVGC1n by the image of the Lie-disconnected graph under the isomorphism
of Lemma 4.43.

Lemma 4.47. For n− 2 ≥ m ≥ 1, the coefficient c : fVGCmn → R factors through the
quotient defining VGCmn. Abusing notation, we denote by c the induced map VGCmn →
R.

Proof. This also follows from Lemma 4.37, in both cases m = 1 and m ≥ 2.

Remark 4.48. The dual VGC∨mn is a (pre-)Lie algebra and the Lie algebra GC∨n acts
on it by derivations, in both cases using insertion of graphs (respectively at terrestrial
and aerial vertices). The differential of VGC∨mn is given by [µ+ c,−] where c represents
the coefficients from Equation (4.31). The elements µ and c satisfy the Maurer–Cartan
equation, i.e. [µ, µ] = 0 and [µ, c] + 1

2 [c, c] = 0.

4.2.4. Reduction

Definition 4.49. For n − 2 ≥ m ≥ 2, we define the graph cooperad VGraphsmn to be
the relative Graphsn-cooperad given by quotient of Tw VGramn by the Hopf cooperadic
ideal of graphs with internal components. For n− 2 ≥ m = 1, we define VGraphs1n to
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be the quotient of Tw VGra1n by the Hopf cooperadic ideal of Lie-disconnected graphs
(Definition 4.44).

Remark 4.50. Willwacher [Wil15] defined a model SGraphsn for the Swiss-Cheese operad.
In SGraphsn, there are no “dashed” edges, the full edges are oriented, and their source is
always aerial.

Proposition 4.51. The morphism ω factors through the quotient and defines a morphism
ω : VGraphsmn → Ω∗PA(VFMmn).

Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of [LV14, Lemma 9.3.7]. For m ≥ 2, we must
check that ω vanishes on any graph with a connected component consisting only of
internal vertices. As ω is a morphism of CDGAs, it is enough to show that ω vanishes
on graphs where all the edges are between internal vertices. Let γ ∈ Tw VGramn(U, V )
be such a graph, and let I and J be the sets of terrestrial (resp. aerial) internal vertices
of γ. The claim is obvious by definition of ω if #U + 2#V ≤ 1 (see Lemma 4.35), so let
us assume that we are not in this case.

Thanks to our hypothesis on γ, we can fill the diagram, where ρ is the product of two
projections:

VFMmn(U t I, V t J) (Sm−1)EtΓ × (Sn−1)EaΓ

VFMmn(U, V ) VFMmn(U, V )× VFMmn(I, J)

Φγ

ρ
pU,V

∃Φ′γ

pr1

.

By definition, ω′(Γ) = Φ∗γ(volΓ). Thus we find that:

ω(Γ) = (pU,V )∗(ω′(Γ)) = (pU,V )∗(ρ∗(Φ
′∗
γ volΓ)). (4.52)

The dimension of the fiber of pU,V is dim fib pU,V = m#I + n#J . We find that

dim fib pr1 = dim VFMmn(I, J) ≤ m#I + n#J −m < dim fib pU,V , (4.53)

therefore ω(Γ) = 0 by [Har+11, Proposition 5.1.2].
For m = 1, we note that the above argument still applies, and that a Lie-disconnected

graph is in particular disconnected.

4.3. Vanishing lemmas and vgraphsmn
We now prove some vanishing lemmas about ω and c, which allows us to define the
further reduced cooperad vgraphsmn. This will be useful to prove that the quotient map
VGramn → vsc∨mn extends to vgraphsmn in Section 5.

Lemma 4.54. The morphism ω′ vanishes on graphs with loops or double edges.

Proof. This follows from simple dimension arguments, cf. [LV14, Section 9.3].
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Lemma 4.55 (Cf. [LV14, Lemma 9.3.9]). The morphism ω vanishes on graphs containing
univalent aerial internal vertices, or univalent terrestrial internal vertices connected to
another terrestrial vertex.

Proof. The lemma is trivial if the graph has no external aerial vertices and has at most one
external terrestrial vertex, i.e. if #U + 2#V ≤ 1 (see the definition of ω in Lemma 4.35),
so let us assume that we are not in this case.
Let us first deal with univalent aerial internal vertices connected to another aerial

vertex. The graph Γuni = 1 is of negative degree, thus its image under ω must
vanish.

Now suppose that Γ ∈ Tw Gramn(U, V ) is a general graph, with (I, J) as internal
vertices, containing a univalent aerial internal vertex (j ∈ J) connected to another aerial
vertex (v ∈ V ). (See a similar argument spelled out in detail in the proof of [Idr19,
Corollary 44], see also the proof of [LV14, Lemma 9.3.9].) Consider the product of
projections ρ : VFMmn(U t I, V t J)→ VFMmn(∅, {v, j})× VFMmn(U t I, V t J \ {j}).
Since j is univalent, the map ΦΓ (4.29) factors as Φ′Γ ◦ ρ, where

Φ′Γ : VFMmn(∅, {v, j})× VFMmn(U t I, V t J \ {j})→ (Sm−1)EdΓ × (Sn−1)E
f
Γ .

Since j is internal, pU,V : VFMmn(U t I, V t J)→ VFMmn(U, V ) factors as q ◦ ρ where
q : VFMmn(∅, {v, j}) × VFMmn(U t I, V t J \ {j}) → VFMmn(U, V ) is the projection
on the second factor followed by the canonical projection (note that q is thus an SA
bundle). Thanks to [Har+11, Proposition 8.10], we have ω(Γ) = (pU,V )∗(Φ∗Γ(volΓ)) =
q∗((Φ′Γ)∗(volΓ)). We can then apply [Har+11, Proposition 8.13] and the vanishing of
ω(Γuni) =

∫
VFMmn(∅,{v,j}) ψmn to conclude that ω(Γ) = 0.

Let us now assume that Γ is a graph with a univalent internal vertex connected to
a terrestrial vertex. If that univalent vertex is terrestrial and the edge is full, then the
integral is zero by definition (see Equation (4.27)), so let us assume that we are not in
that case, i.e. either the univalent vertex is aerial, or the incident edge is dashed.
Let (U t I, V t J) be the sets of vertices of Γ. Let i be the univalent internal vertex,

and let u be the terrestrial vertex to which it is connected. We have a commutative
diagram:

VFMmn(U t I, V t J) X VFMmn(U, V )

(Sm−1)EdΓ × (Sn−1)E
f
Γ

ρ

ΦΓ

pU,V

∃Φ′Γ

q

, (4.56)

where
• either X = VFMmn({u}, {i})× VFMmn(U t I, V t J \ {i}) if i is aerial,
• or X = VFMmn({u, i},∅)× VFMmn(U t I \ {i}, V t J) if i is terrestrial.

The map ρ is in both cases the product of two projections, q is the projection, and Φ′Γ
exists thanks to the hypothesis that i is univalent and connected to u.
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The dimension of the fiber of pU,V is m#I + n#J . The dimension of the fiber of q is
m#I + n#J − 1 in both cases. Hence, by [Har+11, Proposition 8.14],

ω(Γ) = (pU,V )∗(ΦΓ(ω′(Γ))) = (q ◦ ρ)∗(ρ∗(Φ′Γ(ω′(Γ)))) = 0.

Remark 4.57. If a graph contains a univalent internal terrestrial vertex connected to
an aerial vertex, then the argument fails. In fact, if we consider the following graph,
then we find that ω(Γ) ∈ Ωn−m−1

PA (VFMmn(0, 1)) represents the fundamental class of
VFMmn(0, 1) ∼= Sn−m−1, i.e. the class η from Section 3.1:

Γ = 1 ∈ vgraphsmn(0, 1), (4.58)

Indeed, by the definition of ψ∂mn in (4.23) and by [Har+11, Proposition 8.10], we find
that

∫
VFMmn(1,1) ψ

∂
mn =

∫
Sn−1 voln−1 = 1. Therefore

∫
VFMmn(0,1) ω(Γ) = 1 by [Har+11,

Proposition 8.13]. This also implies that if γ is obtained from the Γ above by making the
external vertex internal, then we get c(γ) = 1.

Lemma 4.59. The coefficient c vanishes on graphs with more than two vertices and
which either contain a univalent aerial vertex, or which contain a univalent terrestrial
vertex connected to another terrestrial vertex. It also vanishes on the graph with exactly
two vertices, both aerial, and a (full) edge between the two.

Proof. We can reuse the proof of Lemma 4.55 almost verbatim. There is one caveat: the
graph γ with the univalent vertex removed must still satisfy the hypothesis #I+2#J ≥ 2.
Otherwise, a degree shift occurs, to deal with the fact that dim VFMmn(I, J) = 0 and not
−1 or −m− 1 as the general formula would give. This is the case unless γ has exactly
two vertices with at most one aerial. If γ has exactly two aerial vertices and one edge,
then c(γ) vanishes for degree reasons (dim VFMmn(0, 2) = 2n−m− 1 > n− 1).

Remark 4.60. The restriction about the number of vertices is necessary. Indeed, for
γ = ∈ VGCmn. we find c(γ) =

∫
VFMmn(2,0) ϕm =

∫
Sm−1 volSm−1 = 1.

Lemma 4.61. The morphism ω and the coefficient c vanish on graphs with bivalent
internal terrestrial vertices connected to two terrestrial vertices.

Proof. Let us first consider the case of the graph

Γ = vu (4.62)

with three terrestrial vertices and two edges as indicated. Using the identification
VFMmn(U,∅) ∼= FMm(U) and the fact that the terrestrial propagator is the same as the
one used in the definition of the map Graphsm → Ω∗PA(FMm), we deduce that ω(Γ) = 0
from [LV14, Lemma 9.3.9] (see also [Kon94, Lemma 2.1] for the origin of this “trick”).
Briefly, the proof uses symmetry: there is an involution on FMm(U) which leaves ω′(Γ)
invariant but reverses the orientation, thus ω(Γ) = −ω(Γ).

Now, if a graph contains Γ as a subgraph, then we use the theorems for pushforwards of
PA forms just like in Lemma 4.55 to show that ω vanishes on it. Finally, simply note that
ω and c vanish by definitions on graphs with full edges between terrestrial vertices.
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Definition 4.63. Let I(U, V ) ⊂ vgraphsmn(U, V ) be the vector space spanned by graphs
containing loops, double edges, univalent aerial internal vertices, univalent terrestrial
vertices connected to another terrestrial vertex, or bivalent internal terrestrial vertices
connected to two terrestrial vertices by dashed edges.

Lemma 4.64. The subspace I(U, V ) define a CDGA ideal in vgraphsmn(U, V ), and the
subcollection I ⊂ vgraphsmn define a cooperadic coideal.

Proof. It is clear that I(U, V ) is an algebra ideal. Let us show that it is a differential ideal.
The fact that I defines a cooperadic coideal can also be checked easily case-by-case. We
deal with m ≥ 2, and the case m = 1 is also checked by a similar case-by-case argument.
Let Γ ∈ I(U, V ) be a graph. Let us show that dΓ ∈ I(U, V ). The three summands in
Description 4.34 are called d1 = (−) · (µ− µ1), d2 = (c− c1) · (−), and d3 = (−) · c1.
• If Γ contains a loop, then all the summands in dΓ contain a loop, as both µ and c
vanish on loops.
• Suppose Γ contains a univalent aerial internal vertex i, with incident edge e. In
d2Γ =

∑
Γ′ c(Γ′)Γ/Γ′, if Γ′ contains e then c(Γ′) vanishes by Lemma 4.59, and

otherwise Γ/Γ′ contains either a loop (if i ∈ Γ′) or a univalent aerial internal vertex
(if i 6∈ Γ′). Similarly, all terms in d3Γ =

∑
Γ′′ c(Γ/Γ′′)Γ′′ either vanish, contain a

loop, or contain a univalent aerial internal vertex. The only problem in d3Γ is for
Γ′′ = Γ \ e: then c(Γ/Γ′′) = 1 (see Equation (5.2)) and Γ′′ does not have a univalent
vertex anymore. But this term cancels with the contraction of e in d1Γ, and all the
other summands of d1Γ contain a univalent aerial internal vertex.
• If Γ contains a univalent terrestrial vertices connected to another terrestrial vertex,
then Lemma 4.59 and an argument similar to the previous one show that all
summands of dΓ either vanish, contain a loop, or contain a univalent terrestrial
vertices connected to another terrestrial vertex.
• Suppose that Γ contains a bivalent internal terrestrial vertices connected to two
terrestrial vertices by dashed edges. Let i be the internal terrestrial vertex, and
e, e′ its incident edges. All terms in d1Γ contain a similar subgraph. In d2Γ =∑

Γ′ c(Γ′)Γ/Γ′:
– If i 6∈ Γ′, then Γ/Γ′ still contains a bivalent internal terrestrial vertices

connected to two terrestrial vertices.
– If i is in Γ′ but its incident edges are not, then Γ′ contains an isolated vertex

and c(Γ′) = 0 by Lemma 4.59.
– The term with Γ′ = e is cancelled with the terms with Γ′ = e′.
– If e ∈ Γ′ but e′ 6∈ Γ′ and Γ′ 6= e, then c(Γ′) = 0 by Lemma 4.59. The case
e′ ∈ Γ′ and e 6∈ Γ′ is symmetric.

– Finally if both e, e′ ∈ Γ′, then c(Γ′) = 0 by Lemma 4.61.
The fact that d3Γ ∈ I(U, V ) follows by similar arguments.

Definition 4.65. The reduced graph cooperad vgraphsmn is the relative graphsn-cooperad
given in each arity by the quotient of VGraphsmn(U, V ) by I(U, V ).

Proposition 4.66. The CDGA vgraphsmn(U, V ) is well-defined, and ω factors through
the quotient to define vgraphsmn(U, V ) ω−→ Ω∗PA(VFMmn(U, V )).
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Proof. This follows from Lemmas 4.54, 4.55, 4.59, and 4.61.

5. Proof of the formality
In this section we complete the proof of the formality of the operad VFMmn. We first
show that, up to homotopy, the differential of vgraphsmn can be simplified. Then we
construct a map from our graph complex to the cohomology of VFMmn, and we prove
that this map, as well as ω, are quasi-isomorphisms.

5.1. Change of Maurer–Cartan element and vgraphs0
mn

We would like to define a morphism vgraphsmn → vsc∨mn. However, vgraphsmn depends
on the Maurer–Cartan element c ∈ VGC∨mn from Equation (4.31), and we do not know
the precise form of c. We just know its leading terms:

Proposition 5.1. For n− 2 ≥ m ≥ 1, we have c = c0 + (. . .), where (. . .) denotes terms
where #{terr. vert.}+ 2#{aer. vert.} > 3, and:

c0 :=
{

+ ∈ VGC∨mn, if m ≥ 2;
+ ∈ VGC∨1n, if m = 1.

(5.2)

Proof. This follows from Remark 4.60, Remark 4.57, and Remark 4.40 for m = 1.
Note that c vanishes by definition on the graph with just one internal terrestrial vertex
(see after Equation (4.31)). There are no other (Lie-)connected graphs that satisfy
#{terr. vert.} + 2#{aer. vert.} ≤ 3, with no loops, double edges, full edges between
terrestrial vertices, or bivalent terrestrial vertices connected by dashed edges to other
terrestrial vertices (see Lemmas 4.54 and 4.61).

If we knew that c = c0, then we would be able to build a map vgraphsmn → vsc∨mn
easily (see Section 5.2). In this section, we show that c is gauge equivalent to c0. For
this we show that the cohomology of VGC∨mn twisted by c0 vanishes in the right degree.
Obstruction theory then shows that c is gauge equivalent to c0. As we will see, the
cohomology of the graph complex

VGC∨,c0mn := (VGC∨mn, d+ [c0,−]) (5.3)

is related to the cohomology of GC∨n and the cohomology of the “hairy graph complex”
HGC∨mn that will be defined below (see e.g. [FW15, Section 2.2.6] or [AT15]). This allows
us to use known vanishing results about GC∨n and HGCmn.

Proposition 5.4 ([FW15, Proposition 2.2.3]). The cohomology of GC∨n splits as a direct
sum H∗(GC∨,≥3

n ) ⊕
⊕

l≡2n+1 (mod 4) kγl, where deg γl = l − n and GC∨,≥3
n is the Lie

subalgebra of graphs whose vertices are all at least trivalent. The class γl is represented
by the loop with l vertices. Moreover H>−n(GC∨,≥3

n ) = 0.
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Definition 5.5. For k ≥ 0, let Graphs′n(k) be the quotient of Graphsn(k) by the ideal
spanned by graphs which are disconnected or whose external vertices are not univalent.
The hairy graph complex is (with differential from Graphs′n):

HGC∨mn :=
∏
k≥1

(
Graphs′n(k)∨ ⊗ (R[m])⊗k

)Σk [−m]. (5.6)

The full hairy graph complex is the dual of the shifted CDGA S(HGCmn[m])[−m].

The complex HGC∨mn is spanned by (infinite sums of) graphs whose external vertices
are exactly univalent and indistinguishable. The differential is given by vertex splitting.
Each external vertex, together with its only incident edge, can be seen as a “hair”, which
justifies the terminology.

Proposition 5.7 ([FW15, Proposition 2.2.7]). When n−m ≥ 2, the cohomology of the
hairy graph complex HGC∨mn vanishes in degrees > −1.

Proof. Note that our definition of the hairy graph complex (denoted by HGCmn without
the dual in [FW15]) is slightly different, as we allow bivalent and univalent internal
vertices. However, we can reuse their arguments to show that the inclusion of their
complex into ours is a quasi-isomorphism (see also [Wil14, Proposition 3.4] for a similar
argument). Briefly, we can filter both complexes by the number of internal vertices of
valence ≥ 3. Both spectral sequences collapse starting on page E2, and the inclusion
induces an isomorphism on this page. We can then use [FW15, Proposition 2.2.7] to show
the vanishing of the homology in degrees > −1 (note that in the reference, homologically
graded complexes are used, so we just use the natural correspondence that reverse
degrees).

There is a natural preLie product on HGC∨mn, induced by the operad structure of
Graphs∨n . Roughly speaking, Γ ◦ Γ′ is obtained by inserting Γ′ in an external vertex of
Γ and reconnecting the incident edge to a vertex of Γ′, in all possible ways. Moreover,
there is a natural action of the Lie algebra GC∨n (see Definition 4.10 and the discussion
that follows) on HGC∨mn. Given Γ ∈ HGC∨mn and γ ∈ GC∨n , the action Γ · γ is given by
inserting γ at a vertex of Γ in all possible ways.

Definition 5.8. Let fVGC∨,c0,terr
mn be the submodule of fVGC∨,c0mn spanned by graphs

whose connected components all have at least one terrestrial vertex. Let VGC∨,c0,terr
mn ⊂

fVGC∨,c0,terr
mn be the submodule of connected graphs. Then clearly:

Lemma 5.9. The submodule VGC∨,c0,terr
mn ⊂ VGC∨,c0mn is a dg-Lie subalgebra and a Lie

GC∨n-submodule.

Lemma 5.10. There is an inclusion of dg-modules fHGC∨mn ⊂ fVGC∨,c0,terr
mn obtained by

considering all external vertices as terrestrial, with no dashed edges. On the connected
parts, this inclusion is compatible with the (pre)Lie algebra structure and the action of
the Lie algebra GC∨n on both sides.
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Proof. Simple inspection shows that the inclusion is well-defined, and that it is compatible
with the differential and with the algebraic structures.

Proposition 5.11. The inclusion fHGC∨mn ⊂ fVGC∨,c0,terr
mn is a quasi-isomorphism.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of [Wil14, Lemma 4.4]. Indeed, the graph complex
fVGC∨,c0,terr

mn is very close to the deformation complex of the morphism of dg-operads
Graphs∨m → Graphs∨n denoted by Def(hoem → Graphs∨n) in [Wil14] (without the dual sign
there due to differing conventions).
We first filter both complexes by the number of full edges, which is the only kind of

edges in fHGC∨mn. The differential of fHGC∨mn always increases this number strictly by 1.
Let us write c0 = c′0 + c′′0, where c′0 is the part with two terrestrial vertices, and c′′0 with
one vertex of each kind (see Equation (5.2)). The differential of fVGC∨,c0,terr

mn increases
the filtration number by 1 (for the action of µ+ c′′0) or keeps it constant (for the action of
c′0). Hence on the associated spectral sequences, the differential of E0fHGC∨mn vanishes,
while the differential of E0fVGC∨,c0,terr

mn is just the bracket [c′0,−].
We now check that the inclusion induces a quasi-isomorphism on these E0 pages, from

which the proposition follows. Let us first assume that m ≥ 2. Given Γ ∈ fVGC∨,c0,terr
mn ,

define its character [Γ] ∈ fHGC∨mn defined as follow: remove all terrestrial vertices and
dashed edges, and call the full edges that used to be connected to terrestrial vertices
“dangling”, then make the dangling edges into hairs (see [Wil14, Lemma 4.4] for an
analogous definition). The differential [c′0,−] does not change the character of a graph.
Hence E0fVGC∨,c0,terr

mn splits:

E0fVGC∨,c0,terr
mn =

∏
γ∈fHGC∨mn

{Γ ∈ E0fVGC∨,c0mn | [Γ] = γ}︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Cγ

. (5.12)

Let γ ∈ fHGC∨mn be a graph with hairs {h1, . . . , hk}. Let G be the group of permutations
of hairs. Then Cγ is isomorphic to C ′γ = (Graphs∨m ◦ S̄c(H1, . . . ,Hk)(1,...,1))G, where
S̄c(H1, . . . ,Hk) is the (non counital) cofree cocommutative coalgebra on variables Hi

of degree −m, Graphs∨m ◦ − is the free Graphs∨m-algebra functor, and (−)(1,...,1) is the
subcomplex where each Hi appears exactly once. Indeed, we can view Ξ ∈ C ′γ as a linear
combination of graphs from Graphs∨m(r) with each external vertex decorated by one or
more Hi, with each Hi appearing once. We can identify Ξ with an element of Cγ by
making its edges dashed, its vertices terrestrial, and we glue γ to the graph obtained,
connecting the hair hi to the vertex decorated by Hi. The hairs are indistinguishable,
but Ξ is invariant under G so this is well-defined. This is illustrated by (with Ξ at the
bottom):

1
H2

2
H1, H3

γ

h2
h1 h3

7−→

γ

∈ Cγ . (5.13)

The differential [c′0,−] replicates the differential of Graphs∨m(k) (i.e. vertex splitting), thus
this is an isomorphism of dg-modules.
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The homology of Graphs∨m is the m-Poisson operad (Theorem 4.14). Checking the
degrees and the induced differential [µ+ c′′0,−], we can identify the page E1fVGC∨,c0,terr

mn

with (a shift of) the deformation complex Def(hoem
∗−→ Graphs∨n) considered in [Wil14]

(note that there, the case n = m is considered and so the map hoen → Graphs∨n sends
the Lie bracket to a nonzero element; however, in [Wil14, Lemma 4.4], the part of the
differential induced by this nonzero element is discarded and so the complex considered
is Def(hoem → Graphs∨n) up to shifts; compare also with the results of [AT15, Section 5],
where the full hairy graph complex is called HHm,n). Since the differential of fHGC∨mn
raises the number of edges by exactly 1, the page E1fHGC∨mn is just fHGC∨mn. We can
then conclude using the result of [Wil14, Lemma 4.4].
For m = 1, the proof is similar. The difference is that instead there are no dashed

edges but Lie clusters instead. We get that E1fVGC∨,c0,terr
1n is the (chains) deformation

complex of hoe1 → Graphs∨n(k), whose homology is the full hairy graph complex fHGC1n.
The induced morphism on the E2 pages is the identity and we can conclude.

Corollary 5.14. The inclusion HGC∨mn ⊂ VGC∨,c0,terr
mn is a quasi-isomorphism.

Proof. Both CDGAs fHGC∨mn and fVGC∨,c0,terr
mn are free as CDGAs, so they are in

particular cofibrant. The functor of indecomposables is a left Quillen adjoint (see
e.g. [LV12, Section 12.1.3]), therefore it preserves quasi-isomorphisms between cofibrant
objects. Since the indecomposables of the two CDGAs mentioned above are respectively
HGC∨mn and VGC∨,c0,terr

mn , the corollary follows from Lemma 5.10 and Proposition 5.11.

Corollary 5.15. The Maurer–Cartan element c− c0 ∈ VGC∨,c0mn is gauge equivalent to
zero; equivalently, c and c0 are gauge equivalent.

Proof. Let C ⊂ VGC∨,c0mn be the subalgebra spanned by graphs which are not the loops
γl from Proposition 5.4. Similarly let C ′ ⊂ GC∨n be the subalgebra spanned by graphs
with are not the loops. We have a short exact sequence 0→ VGC∨,c0,terr

mn → C → C ′ → 0.
Since the coefficient c vanishes on the loops γl by degree reasons, dually, we can say
that c belongs to C. We can then combine Propositions 5.4, 5.7 and 5.11 to get that C
vanishes in degrees > −1. We conclude by applying the Goldman–Millson theorem to
the inclusion of the truncation τ<0VGC∨,c0mn ⊂ VGC∨,c0mn .

Definition 5.16. Let vgraphs0
mn be the variant of vgraphsmn where we use c0 instead of

c to twist the Hopf cooperad VGramn in the step of Definition 4.33.

Corollary 5.17. The Hopf cooperads vgraphsmn and vgraphs0
mn are quasi-isomorphic.

Proof. This follows from the same general arguments of [Cam+18b, Section 5.4]. Let us
briefly describe them. Let S(t, dt) be the algebra of polynomial forms on the interval
[0, 1], with deg t = 0 and deg dt = 1. Let VGC∨,∼mn be the Lie algebra with differential
[µ,−], i.e. we are only allowed to split aerial vertices. Both c and c0 are Maurer–Cartan
elements, i.e. they satisfy [µ, c] + 1

2 [c, c] = [µ, c0] + 1
2 [c0, c0] = 0. The Lie algebra VGC∨mn

is the twist of VGC∨,∼mn with respect to c.
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The gauge equivalence between c and c0 can be seen as a Maurer Cartan element
ct ∈ VGC∨,∼mn ⊗S(t, dt) whose restriction at t = 1 (resp. t = 0) is c (resp. c0). We can use
this element ct to produce a differential on vgraphsmn ⊗ S(t, dt) such that restriction at
t = 1 (resp. t = 0) gives vgraphsmn (resp. vgraphs0

mn). In other words, we have a zigzag:

vgraphsmn
evt=1←−−− vgraphsmn ⊗ S(t, dt) evt=0−−−→ vgraphs0

mn. (5.18)

The evaluation maps evt=0, evt=1 : S(t, dt)→ R are quasi-isomorphisms of CDGAs. This
implies that the two maps in the zigzag above are quasi-isomorphisms too.

5.2. Connecting the graphs to the cohomology
The goal of this section is to describe a quasi-isomorphism of Hopf cooperads π :
vgraphs0

mn → vsc∨mn, where vsc∨mn = H∗(VFMmn) was obtained in Section 3.1.
For simplicity, we will describe this map on generators. The CDGA vgraphs0

mn(U, V )
is free as an algebra. Its generators are the “internally connected” graphs, i.e. the graphs
which stay connected when all the external vertices are removed (keeping dangling edges).
For example, if Γ has no internal vertices, then it is internally connected iff it has exactly
one edge (an empty graph is not connected).
If Γ is such an internally connected graph, then π(Γ) ∈ vsc∨mn(U, V ) is given by:
• If Γ = 1 is the graph with no edges then π(Γ) = 1. If m = 1 then this is extended

ΣU -equivariantly to vsc∨mn(U,∅).
• If Γ = evv′ has no internal vertices and one full edge between v, v′ ∈ V , then
π(Γ) = ωvv′ .
• If Γ = ẽuu′ (for m ≥ 2) has no internal vertices and one dashed edge between
u, u′ ∈ U , then π(Γ) = ω̃uu′ .
• If Γ is the graph from Remark 4.57, i.e. it has exactly one internal vertex, which
is terrestrial, and exactly one edge connecting that internal vertex to some aerial
vertex u, then π(Γ) = ηu.
• In all other cases, π(Γ) = 0.

Proposition 5.19. The map π is a quasi-isomorphism of Hopf cooperads vgraphs0
mn →

vsc∨mn.

The proof of this proposition is split in a series of lemmas, which occupies the rest of
this section (until the conclusion, Theorem 5.31).

Lemma 5.20. The map π is a well-defined algebra map and is equivariant with the
symmetric group actions.

Proof. Since we defined π on the generators of a free algebra (forgetting about the
differential), it is well-defined. It is moreover clearly equivariant.

Lemma 5.21. The map π commutes with the differentials, i.e. πd = 0.

Proof. Since π is an algebra map and the differential is a derivation, it is sufficient to
check this on generators. Let Γ be an internally connected graph.
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• If Γ has no internal vertices, then dΓ = 0 thus πdΓ = 0.
• If Γ has one internal vertex, then πdΓ = 0 follows from the Arnold relations in e∨n
(if the vertex is aerial) or in e∨m (if the vertex is terrestrial) and the fact that full
edges incident to terrestrial vertices are mapped to zero.
• Suppose Γ has at least two internal vertices. For a summand in dΓ to be nonzero,
it must be the case that, after contracting one edge, all remaining edges are
between external vertices or between an external aerial vertex and a univalent
terrestrial internal one. This implies first that there can be at most one aerial
internal vertex. Moreover, since contracting an edge cannot reduce the valence
of the remaining vertices (because contracting dead ends is forbidden), there can
only be one internal vertex of valence greater than one, necessarily aerial. Using
the internal connectedness of Γ, this special vertex must be connected to all the
univalent terrestrial vertices by a full edge. In other words, the graph Γ must be of
this type (plus some disconnected external vertices):

v1 . . . vk

. . .
(5.22)

Then the Arnold relations in e∨n , the symmetry relation ηvωvv′ = ηv′ωvv′ , and the
relation η2

v = 0 (if there is more than one terrestrial vertex) show that πdΓ = 0.

Lemma 5.23. The map π commutes with the cooperad structure maps.

Proof. Once again it is sufficient to check this on generators, i.e. internally connected
graphs. The verifications require a large number of cases but do not present any particular
difficulty.

5.3. Proof that π is a quasi-isomorphism
The last step for Proposition 5.19 is proving that π is a quasi-isomorphism. We split this
proof in several sub-lemmas which occupy the rest of this section until the conclusion,
Theorem 5.31. We deal separately with m ≥ 2 and m = 1.

5.3.1. Case m ≥ 2

Let us give a rough outline of our strategy. It is clear that π is surjective on cohomology,
so we just need to check that vgraphs0

mn(k, l) has the same Betti numbers as VFMmn(k, l).
In a first step, we prove the case l = 0, using an inductive argument inspired by the
proof of [LV14, Theorem 8.1]. Then, we prove that we can reduce to the case of “split”
graphs, where external aerial vertices and external terrestrial vertices are not in the
same connected components. This mirrors the fact that as a space, VFMmn(k, l) '
ConfRm(k)× ConfRn\Rm(l). Finally, we prove the case k = 0, again using an inductive
argument. We conclude using the Künneth formula.
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We make an observation that will be useful throughout the proof. A graph Γ ∈
vgraphs0

mn(k, l) determines a partition of {1, . . . , k} t {1, . . . , l}, by looking at connected
components of Γ. We can define the subcomplex of connected graphs:

vgraphs0
mn(k, l)cn ⊂ vgraphs0

mn(k, l). (5.24)

Then the complex vgraphs0
mn(k, l) splits as a direct sum, over all partitions of {1, . . . , k}t

{1, . . . , l}, of tensor products of complexes fo the type vgraphs0
mn(−,−)cn, one for each

set in the partition (see [LV14, Equation (8.4)] for a similar statement about Graphsn).
For ease of notation, we will abbreviate the Betti numbers of this complex as:

βj(k, l) := dimHj(vgraphs0
mn(k, l)cn). (5.25)

Note that we will focus on the two cases k = 0 and l = 0, as these will be the relevant
ones for the application of the Künneth formula.

Lemma 5.26. The map π : vgraphs0
mn(k, 0) → vsc∨mn(k, 0) = e∨m(k) is a quasi-isomor-

phism for all k ≥ 0.

If vgraphs0
mn(k, 0) had no aerial (internal) vertices and no full edges, then it would be

equal to Graphsm(k), which is quasi-isomorphic to e∨m(k) by [LV14, Theorem 8.1]. The
following proof is the formalization of the intuitive fact that a full edge is killed by:

u v
d7−→ u v , (5.27)

and that internal vertices, whether aerial or terrestrial, do not produce any homology
class and are just here to kill the Arnold relations.

Proof of Lemma 5.26. The case k = 0 is obvious: since there are no external vertices
and each connected component must contain an external vertex, it follows that the graph
must be empty. Therefore we get vgraphs0

mn(0, 0) = em(0) = R, and the map π is the
identity.
Let us now assume that vgraphs0

mn(k, 0)→ e∨m(k) is a quasi-isomorphism for a given
k ≥ 0. We want to prove that the same statement is true for k + 1. The quotient
map is clearly surjective on cohomology (ω̃ij is represented by the graph with a single
dashed edge between external vertices i and j). Hence it is sufficient to prove that
vgraphs0

mn(k + 1, 0) and e∨m(k + 1) have the same Betti numbers.
Using the known recurrence relation satisfied by the Betti numbers of ConfRm and the

splitting of the complexes in terms of connected components (see [LV14, Section 9]), we can
restrict our attention to connected graphs (see Equation (5.25)). It suffices to prove that
the Betti numbers of the connected part satisfy the relation βi(k+1, 0) = k ·βi−m+1(k, 0).
We split the complex vgraphs0

mn(k + 1, 0)cn in several submodules.
• The submodule Ui (1 ≤ i ≤ k) spanned by graphs such that the (k + 1)th external
vertex is univalent and connected to the external vertex i by a dashed edge. For
k ≥ 1, we set U :=

⊕k
i=1 Ui. In case k = 0, we instead set U = R, the one-

dimensional space spanned by the unit graph.
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• the submodule V spanned by graphs such that the (k + 1)th external vertex is
univalent and connected by a dashed edge to an internal vertex;
• the submodule W spanned by graphs such that the (k + 1)th external vertex is at

least bivalent, or univalent and connected by a full edge to an internal vertex.
The submodule U is closed under the differential. We moreover have an isomorphism
(Ui, d) ∼= vgraphs0

mn(k, 0)cn[1−m] (for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k), by removing the vertex k+1 and its
incident edge. In case k = 0, we clearly have U = R ∼= vgraphs0

mn(0, 0) = vgraphs0
mn(0, 0)cn

Let Q = vgraphs0
mn(k + 1, 0)cn/U . As a graded module, we have Q = V ⊕W , with

some induced differential. Let us show that Q is acyclic. We put a filtration F•Q on Q.
A graph of V is in FpQ if it has at most p edges, while a graph of W is in FpQ if it has at
most p− 1 edges. On the E0Q page of the associated spectral sequence, we see that the
differential maps V isomorphically onto W . This shows that E1Q = 0, thus Q is acyclic.
Therefore U ⊂ vgraphs0

mn(k + 1, 0)cn is a quasi-isomorphism. If k = 0 then we have
U = R, which coincides with e∨m(1) = R. If k ≥ 1, then, as we observed earlier, we
have Ui ∼= vgraphs0

mn(k, 0)cn[1 − m]. Hence we find that the Betti numbers satisfy
βj(k + 1, 0) =

∑k
i=1 dimHj(Ui) = k · βj−m+1(k, 0), as expected.

Let us now turn to the second step of the proof. We prove that we can, in some sense,
“split” our graph complex in two: external aerial and external terrestrial.

Lemma 5.28. Let k, l ≥ 1 and let Ik,l ⊂ vgraphs0
mn(k, l) be the module spanned by graphs

where one of the connected components contains an external aerial vertex and an external
terrestrial vertex. Then I is an acyclic dg-ideal.

Proof. Contracting edges does not affect connected components. Therefore the differential
cannot change the partition of the set of external vertices induced by some graph Γ, and
thus Ik,l is closed under the differential. It is an ideal: gluing along external vertices can
merge connected components but never split them.

Let us now prove that Ik,l is acyclic. We can restrict our attention to connected graphs
(the general case follows by the Künneth formula). We use a technique similar to the
proof of Lemma 5.26, by induction on k ≥ 1, for any fixed l ≥ 1.
For k = 1 we check directly that I1,l is acyclic. We split I1,l = I ′1,l ⊕ I ′′1,l where I ′1,l is

spanned by graphs where the external terrestrial vertex is univalent with an incident
dashed edge, and I ′′1,l is spanned by all other graphs. We can then filter I1,l (similarly to
Lemma 5.26) so that on the E0 page, I ′1,l is mapped isomorphically on I ′′1,l, which shows
that I1,l is acyclic.

Let us now assume that the claim is true for a given k ≥ 1, and let us prove the claim
for k + 1. Just like in the proof of Lemma 5.26, we can split Ik+1,l in three summands,
depending on whether the last external terrestrial vertex is: univalent, connected by a
dashed edge to an external vertex; univalent, connected by a dashed edge to an internal
vertex; all other cases. The first subcomplex is isomorphic to k copies of the ideal Ik,l,
thus it is acyclic by the induction hypothesis. On the quotient by this subcomplex, we
can put a filtration just like in Lemma 5.26, so that on the E0 page, the second complex
is mapped isomorphically onto the third. This shows that the quotient is acyclic too,
and therefore Ik+1,l is acyclic.
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Lemma 5.29. The map π : vgraphs0
mn(0, l)→ vsc∨mn(0, l) is a quasi-isomorphism ∀l ≥ 0.

Proof. This final lemma is also proved by induction. Once again this map is clearly
surjective on cohomology, so it suffices to prove that both complexes have the same Betti
numbers. Using the results of Section 3.1, the Poincaré polynomial of VFMmn(0, l) '
ConfRn\Rm(l) is P(ConfRn\Rm(l)) =

∏l−1
i=0(1 + tn−m−1 + itn−1).

We can again work with the connected part of the graph complex vgraphs0
mn(0, l)cn.

Note that the case l = 0 is covered by Lemma 5.26. The base case that we need to prove
is β0(0, 1) = βn−m−1(0, 1) = 1, and βj(0, 1) = 0 for other j. The recurrence relation is
βj(0, l + 1) = l · βj−n+1(0, l) for all j and all l ≥ 1.
For l = 1, we again have an explicit homotopy. Given a graph Γ, the graph h(Γ) is

obtained by replacing the external (aerial) vertex of Γ by an internal (aerial) one, adding
back an external vertex, and connected the new external vertex to the old one by a
(full) edge. We then check that if Γ is the unit graph or the graph from Remark 4.57,
then (dh + hd)(Γ) = 0, while if Γ is another graph, then (dh + hd)(Γ) = Γ (including
if the external vertex of Γ is univalent). To prove the recurrence relation, we split
vgraphs0

mn(0, l + 1)cn:
• The submodule Ui where the external vertex (k + 1) is univalent, connected to the
external vertex i. We also set U =

⊕k
i=1 Ui.

• The submodule V , where the external vertex (k + 1) is at least bivalent.
• The submodule V ′ where the external vertex (k + 1) is univalent, connected to an
aerial internal vertex.
• The submodule W , where the external vertex (k + 1) is univalent, connected to
a terrestrial internal vertex; this terrestrial vertex is itself bivalent, and its other
incident edge is dashed.
• The submodule W ′, where the external vertex (k + 1) is univalent, connected to
a terrestrial internal vertex; this terrestrial vertex is either at least trivalent, or
bivalent and both incident edges are full.

Let Q = vgraphs0
mn(0, l + 1)/U be the quotient. We can set up a spectral sequence

just like in the proof of Lemma 5.26, such that on the E0 page, the differential takes V ′
isomorphically onto V , and W ′ isomorphically onto W . This show that Q is acyclic; thus,
the inclusion U ⊂ vgraphs0

mn(0, l + 1) is a quasi-isomorphism. We have an isomorphism
Ui ∼= vgraphs0

mn(0, l)[1 −m] being given by removing the last external vertex and its
incident edge. It follows that the Betti numbers satisfy the expected recurrence relation,
βj(0, l + 1) = l · βj−n+1(0, l).

5.3.2. Case m = 1

We deal separately with the case m = 1, because e1 is the associative operad and not
the Poisson operad. To summarize the differences, recall that: the graphs do not have
dashed edges, and the terrestrial vertices are ordered (Definition 4.16); the notion of
“disconnected” is replaced by “Lie-disconnected” (Definition 4.44); the differential [c0,−]
merges Lie clusters (5.2).
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Proposition 5.30. The map π : vgraphs0
1n(k, l)→ vsc∨1n(k, l) is a quasi-isomorphism for

all k, l ≥ 0.

Proof. As in the case m = 2, the map π is clearly surjective on cohomology, so we just
need to check that vgraphs0

1n(k, l) has the correct Betti numbers.
The proofs of Lemmas 5.26, 5.28, and 5.29 can be adapted in a straightforward manner.

We can follow the same proofs, replacing m with 1. The crucial difference will be in the
splitting of the complex vgraphs0

1n(k, l)cn or of Ik,l.
• In vgraphs0

1n(k, 0)cn (for Lemma 5.26), we set U to be the submodule where the
(k + 1)th external vertex is isolated but not adjacent to a terrestrial internal vertex
(terrestrial vertices are ordered for m = 1), V the submodule where the (k + 1)th
external vertex is isolated and adjacent to a terrestrial internal vertex, and W all
other kinds of graphs.
• In Ik,l (for Lemma 5.28), we use the same splitting as for vgraphs0

1n(k, 0)cn.
• In vgraphs0

1n(0, l) (for Lemma 5.29), we keep the same U , V , and V ′ as in the proof
of Lemma 5.29. We change the submodules W and W ′: in W , we require the last
external vertex to be connected to a univalent internal terrestrial vertex, while in
W ′ we put all other graphs.

With these changes, we obtain the correct recurrence relations on the Betti numbers.

5.3.3. Conclusion

Theorem 5.31. The operad VFMmn is formal over R for n− 2 ≥ m ≥ 1.

Proof. We have a zigzag:

vsc∨mn
π←− vgraphs0

mn ← vgraphsmn ⊗ S(t, dt)→ vgraphsmn
ω−→ Ω∗PA(VFMmn), (5.32)

where vsc∨mn is defined in Section 3.1, vgraphsmn in Section 4.3, vgraphs0
mn in Defini-

tion 5.16, and vgraphsmn ⊗ S(t, dt) in Corollary 5.17. The map π is defined at the
beginning of Section 5.2, and the map ω is defined in Proposition 4.66.
We proved in Proposition 3.20 that vsc∨mn ∼= H∗(VFMmn) as Hopf cooperads. We

moreover proved in Corollary 5.17 that the two maps involving the three variants of
vgraphsmn were quasi-isomorphisms of Hopf cooperads. In addition, we proved that
π was a quasi-isomorphism of Hopf cooperads in Proposition 5.19 (for m ≥ 2) and
Proposition 5.30 (for m = 1). Therefore it just remains to check that ω is a quasi-
isomorphism of Hopf cooperads to conclude.
By the previous results, we know that vgraphsmn and Ω∗PA(VFMmn) have the same

cohomology, namely vsc∨mn. Thus it is sufficient to show that the map ω is surjective on
cohomology. The generators of e∨n are represented by full edges between aerial external
vertices. Generators of e∨m are represented by dashed edges between terrestrial external
vertices. The classes ηv are represented by graphs of the type seen in Remark 4.57.
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A. Relative cooperadic twisting
Operadic twisting is a tool originally introduced in [Wil14, Appendix I], studied in
further detail in [DW15], and generalized to certain types of colored operads in [Wil16,
Appendix C]. In this appendix, we quickly recall operadic twisting for cooperads and
right comodules, and we combine both to deal with relative cooperads.

A.1. Twisting cooperads
General references for twisting of plain operads are [Wil14, Appendix I] and [DW15].
The dual notion of cooperadic twisting is spelled out in [Idr19, Section 1.5]. Let Lien =
Lie{n−1} be the operad governing Lie algebras with a bracket of homological degree n−1
(so Lien ⊂ en). Let hoLien = Ω(Lie¡

n) = Ω(Com∨{n}) be its Koszul resolution. Suppose
that C is an operad with finite-dimensional components (so that C∨ is a cooperad)
equipped with an operad morphism µ : hoLien → C∨. We consider the following
convolution Lie algebra:

gC := homΣ(Com∨{n},C∨) =
(∏
i≥0

(
C∨(i)⊗ R[−n]⊗i

)Σi [n], d, [−,−]
)
.

The differential is induced from C. The Lie bracket of f, g ∈ gC is [f, g] = f ? g ∓ g ? f ,
where ? is the convolution product. Thanks to [LV12, Theorem 6.5.7], the morphism
µ : hoLien → C∨ can equivalently be seen as a Maurer–Cartan element µ ∈ gC.
The twist of C with respect to µ has as underlying graded module:

Tw C(U) :=
⊕
i≥0

(
C(U t {1, . . . , i})⊗ R[n]⊗i

)
Σi
.

The entries labeled by U are called “external”, whereas the entries that were labeled
by {1, . . . , i} before taking coinvariants are called “internal”. The cooperadic structure
is inherited from C. Let µ1 ∈

∏
j≥0 C∨({1, . . . , j, ∗})Σj (up to shifts and signs) be the

element obtained from µ by summing over all possible ways of distinguishing one of the
inputs. The differential of x ∈ Tw C is dx = dCx + x · µ − x · µ1 − µ1 · x, i.e. the sum
of the internal differential of C with a threefold action of µ: (i) co-insertion of µ in an
internal input of x in all possible way; (ii) co-insertion of −µ1 in an external input of x
in all possible ways; (iii) co-insertion of x in the external input of −µ1. One checks that
µ− µ1 defines a Maurer–Cartan element in gC n Tw C∨(∗), so this differential squares to
zero. (Note that Tw C(∗) acts on the right and on the left of Tw C, which is explicitly
written in the formula for dx above.) The compatibility with the cooperad structure is
immediate by coassociativity.

A.2. Twisting right comodules
We now recall twisting of right comodules (see [Wil16, Appendix C.1] for the dual case
of right modules). Fix µ : hoLien → C∨ as in Section A.1. Suppose that M is a right
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C-comodule. Then as a graded module,

Tw M(U) :=
⊕
i≥0

(
M(U t {1, . . . , i})⊗ R[n]⊗i

)
Σi
.

This inherits a right (Tw C)-comodule structure from the C-comodule structure of M.
The differential of x ∈ Tw M(U) is given by dx = dMx+ x · µ− x · µ1 (where one uses the
comodule structure instead of the cooperad structure). Note that since M is only a right
module, there can be no term of the type µ1 · x.

A.3. Twisting relative cooperads
Let us finally deal with relative cooperads (see Section 1.1 for the definition). The
definition is inspired by the case of “moperads” (i.e. relative operads which can only
admit operations with zero or one terrestrial input) [Wil16, Appendix C.3].
Let Liemn be the relative Lien-operad generated by λ2,0 ∈ Liemn({u, u′},∅)1−m and

β ∈ Liemn({u}, {v})1−n. The relations are the shifted Jacobi relation for λ2,0, and (where
λ2 ∈ Lien({v, v′})1−n is the generator):

β(λ2(xv, xv′), yu) = β(xv, β(xv′ , yu))± β(xv′ , β(xv, yu)),
β(xv, λ2,0(yu, yu′)) = λ2,0(β(xv, yu), yu′)± λ2,0(yu, β(xv, yu′)).

Remark A.1. This is not the moperad Liek,1 from [Wil16, Appendix C.3]. We consider
an action β ∈ Liemn({u}, {v}) instead of a morphism f 6∈ Liemn(∅, {v}) as otherwise the
operad would not be quadratic: f(λ2) = λ2,0(f, f) is cubical. (Informally, we view β as
being λ2,0(f, id).)

Proposition A.2. The Koszul dual of Liemn is Com∨mn, the dual of the operad governing
triples (A,B, α) where A is a Com{n}-algebra, B is a Com{m}-algebra, and α : B⊗A→
B[−m] is an A-module structure map satisfying α(bb′ ⊗ a) = α(b ⊗ α(b′ ⊗ a)). In
particular, Com∨mn(U, V ) ∼= R[−m]⊗U⊗R[−n]⊗V ⊗R[m] (for U 6= ∅) is a one-dimensional
representation of ΣU × ΣV .

Proof. This follows from a direct computation of the dual of the space of relations in the
presentation of Liemn above. Compare with [LV12, Proposition 13.1.1] for the proof that
Lie¡ = Com∨{1} and with [HL13, Lemma 3.1.1] for a computation in the colored case of
the Swiss-Cheese operad.

Let hoLiemn = Ω(Com∨mn), which is a relative hoLien-operad (it seems likely that Liemn
is Koszul but this is not necessary for what follows). Let D be a relative C-cooperad
equipped with a morphism (c, µ) : (hoLiemn, hoLien)→ (D,C). This can equivalently be
seen as a Maurer–Cartan element in gC⊕ gC,D (i.e. dµ+ 1

2 [µ, µ] = dc+ [µ, c] + 1
2 [c, c] = 0),

where gC,D = homΣ(Com∨mn,D).
Let us define the twisted relative (Tw C)-cooperad Tw D. As a graded module,

Tw D(U, V ) :=
⊕
i,j≥0

(
D(U t {1, . . . , i}, V t {1, . . . , j})⊗ R[m]⊗i ⊗ R[n]⊗j

)
Σi×Σj

.
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The relative (Tw C)-cooperad structure is inherited from D. Let c1 be the element
obtained from c by summing over all possible ways of distinguishing one of the terrestrial
inputs of c (similarly to how µ1 is defined from µ). Then the differential of x ∈ Tw D(U, V )
is given by dDx+ x · µ+ x · (c− c1)− c1 · x.

Proposition A.3. The collection Tw D defines a relative (Tw C)-cooperad.

Proof. Generalizing the proofs of [Wil14, Appendix I] and [Wil16, Appendix C.3] to this
setting is straightforward. One checks that µ+ c+ c1 defines a Maurer–Cartan element
in gC o gC,D o Tw D∨(∗,∅) – which acts by cooperadic coderivations on Tw D – so the
differential above squares to zero. Compatibility with the cooperad structure follows
from the coassociativity of the cooperad structure.

B. Compactifications and projections
In this appendix, we sketch a proof of Proposition 2.9: VFMmn(U, V ) is a compact SA
manifold and a smooth manifold with corners, and the canonical projection maps are SA
bundles. Our proofs are heavily inspired by [LV14, Section 5.9].

v1 v2
v3

v4

u1 u2Let (U, V ) be a pair of finite sets. A relative (rooted) tree T with
leaves (U, V ) is a rooted tree with dashed and full edges. We require
that the leaves with incident full (resp. dashed) edge are in bijection
with U (resp. V ), that if a vertex has only one incoming edge then this
edge is full, and that if an edge is full then all the edges above it are full. An example is
on the side.
For a relative tree T , we let VT be the set of all its vertices, V 0

T = VT \ root, and
V ∗T = VT \ (U ∪ V ). The set VT is partially ordered by considering that a vertex
is smaller than any vertex above it. For i ∈ VT , we let in(i) = int(i) ∪ ina(i) =
{incoming dashed edges} ∪ {incoming full edges} and par(i) ∈ VT be the immediate
predecessor of i. Finally, we let:

ConfTmn :=
∏

i∈V ∗T
Confmn(int(i), ina(i)).

The spaces ConfTmn will be used to give a decomposition of VFMmn(U, V ) as in [LV14,
Section 5.9.1]. Let ξ = (ξi)i∈V ∗T ∈ ConfTmn. We can represent ξi by a configuration
ξ̄i ∈ Confmn(int(v), ina(i)) of radius 1 and whose barycenter is in {0}m × Rn−m. For
i ∈ V 0

T , we let ξ(i) := ξ̄par(i)(i). We then define, for r > 0 and i ∈ VT :

x(ξ, r, i) :=
∑

j∈V 0
T ,j≤i

ξ(j) · rheight(j) ∈ Rn.

Then (x(ξ, r, i))i∈UtV is a configuration for r small enough. Let use define hT : ConfTmn ↪→
VFMmn(U, V ) by hT (ξ) = limr→0(x(ξ, r, i))i∈UtV . The map hT is a homeomorphism
onto its image, {im(hT )}T covers VFMmn(U, V ), and the interior of VFMmn(U, V ) is the
stratum corresponding to a corolla.
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Now let x = hT (ξ) ∈ VFMmn(U, V ). We want to build an SA chart around x. Let

r1 := 1
4 min{‖ξ̄i(a)− ξ̄i(b)‖ | i ∈ V 0

T , a 6= b ∈ in(i)} ∪ {d(ξ̄i(v),Rm) | i ∈ V 0
T , v ∈ ina(i)}.

Note that r1 ≤ 1
2 , because ξ̄i has radius 1. Define a neighborhood of ξ by W = {ζ ∈

ConfTmn | ∀i, ‖ξ(i)−ζ(i)‖ ≤ r#U+#V+1
1 } (thanks to the distance condition, distinct points

stay distinct and aerial points stay aerial). For τ ∈ [0, r1]V ∗T with τroot = 0 and 0 ≤ r ≤ r1,
we let y(ζ, τ, r, root) := 0 and

y(ζ, τ, r, i) := y(ζ, τ, r,par(i)) + ξ(i) ·
∏
j<i

max(r, τj).

We can then define Φ : W×[0, r1]V ∗T \{root} → VFMmn(U, V ) by Φ(ζ, τ) := limr→0(y(ξ, τ, r, i))i∈UtV .
We also let V be the image of Φ. The proof that Φ is an SA chart onto a compact
neighborhood of x is identical to [LV14, Lemma 5.9.3]. This proves the first part of
Proposition 2.9.

We would now like to prove that pU,V : VFMmn(U tI, V tJ)→ VFMmn(U, V ) is an SA
bundle. Since the composite of two SA bundles is an SA bundle [Har+11, Proposition 8.5],
it is sufficient to check that the following are SA bundles:

p : VFMmn(U t ∗, V )→ VFMmn(U, V ), q : VFMmn(U, V t ∗)→ VFMmn(U, V ).

We will describe the fibers explicitly as complements of open balls. The fiber of p will
be almost identical to the one in [LV14, Section 5.9.4]. However the fiber of q is slightly
different, because the new aerial point cannot touch the ground.
Let x = hT (ξ), r1 > 0, and W as before. For ζ ∈ W and i ∈ VT , define x1(ζ, i) :=

x(ζ, r1, i) and ε(i) := 4rheight(i)+1
1 . Let Bi(ζ) := B(x1(ζ, i), ε(i)) be the closed ball. Then

Bi(ζ) ⊂ 1/3Bj(ζ) if i < j and Bi(ζ) ∩Bj(ζ) = ∅ otherwise.
Recall φ : Rn× [0, 1]× [0, 2]×Rn → Rn, (c, r, ε, x) 7→ φc,εr (x) from [LV14, Lemma 5.9.5].

It is such that φc,εr is radial, the identity outside B(c, ε), and shrinks B(c, ε/3) by a factor
r. Moreover for a configuration x ∈ ConfB(c,ε/3)(k), φc,εr (x) is a configuration in Confn(k)
that does not depend on r, and φ behaves well with respect to other points z ∈ B(c, ε)
(see the reference for details). We note in addition that, thanks to the properties of φ, if
c ∈ Rm then φc,εr (Rm) ⊂ Rm, and if c 6∈ Rm, then φc,εr (Rn \ B(Rm, ε)) ⊂ Rn \ B(Rm, ε)
(where B(Rm, ε) =

⋃
z∈Rm B(z, ε)).

Now, fix ζ ∈ W and τ ∈ [0, r1]VT s.t. τroot = 0 and τi = 0 for i ∈ U t V a leaf. Then
for i ∈ VT and 0 < r ≤ r1, let φir = φ

x1(ζ,i),ε(i)
max(r,τ(i))/r1 . Moreover, let φr be the composition

(in any order thanks to the disjointness of the balls) of the φir for i ∈ U t V . (Despite
the notation, φr depends on x, ζ and τ .) We then check, like in [LV14, Lemma 5.9.6],
that φr(x1(ζ, i)) = x(ζ, τ, r, i) for r > 0 and i ∈ U t V .

We can now check the local trivialities of p and q. Let us first deal with p : VFMmn(U t
∗, V )→ VFMmn(U, V ). We define Fζ := B(x1(ζ, root), ε(root)/2)\

⋃
u∈U B(x1(ζ, u), ε(u)/2)∩

Rm for ζ ∈W , which will be the fiber of p over hT (ζ). We also set F := B(0,#U + 1) \⋃#U
i=1 B̊((i, 0, . . . , 0), 1/4) ∩ Rm. Note that F is a compact SA manifold (a closed m-ball
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with U open balls removed). There is an SA-homeomorphism Θζ : F ∼= Fζ since W is
small enough. Let

Φ̂ : W × [0, 1]V ∗T \root × F → VFMmn(U t ∗, V ),
(ζ, τ, z) 7→ lim

r→0

(
(φr(x1(ζ, i)))i∈UtV , φr(Θζ(z))

)
.

Then Φ̂ covers Φ. The proof that Φ̂(ζ, τ,−) maps Fζ homeomorphically onto p−1(Φ(ζ, τ))
is identical to the proof in [LV14, Section 5.9.4].
Now let us deal with q : VFMmn(U, V t ∗)→ VFMmn(U, V ). Its fiber over hT (ζ) will

be Gζ := B(x1(ζ, root), ε(root)/2) \
⋃
v∈V B̊(x1(ζ, v), ε(v)/2) \ B̊(Rm, r1). We also have

G := B(0,#V + 1) \ B̊(Rm, 1/4) \
⋃#V
i=1 B̊((i, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), 1/4) (where the 1 in

the open ball is in position m + 1). This is a compact SA manifold (a closed n-ball
with an open tubular neighborhood of Rm and V open n-balls removed) and we have an
SA-homeomorphism Θζ : G ∼= Gζ since, again, W is small enough. We can then define a
chart Φ̂ : W × [0, 1]V ∗T \root ×G → VFMmn(U t ∗, V ) with a formula similar to the one
above. This map covers Φ, and showing that Φ̂(ζ, τ,−) maps Gζ SA-homeomorphically
to q−1(Φ(ζ, τ)) is a straightforward adaption of the arguments in [LV14, Section 5.9.4].
This completes the proof of the second part of Proposition 2.9.
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